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SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF HORIZONTAL-TAIL CONTRIBUTION 
TO LONGITUDINAL STABILITY OF SWEPT-WING 
AIRPLANES AT LOW SPEEDS 
By Robert H. Neely and Roland F. Griner 
SUMMARY 
Available wind-tunnel data on the low-speed horizontal-tail contri-
bution to the static longitudinal stability of high-speed airplane con-
figurations incorporating unswept and sweptback wings are reviewed and 
analyzed. The characteristics of the flow behind wings and wing-body 
combinations are described and related to the downwash at specific tail 
locations for unseparated and separated flow conditions. The effects of 
variations of tail position, variations of wing plan form and airfoil 
section, trailing-edge flaps, stall-control devices, and ground inter-
ference on the air-flow characteristics and tail contribution are analyzed 
and demonstrated. The more favorable tail arrangements are emphasized 
and their application to specific configurations is illustrated. The 
analysis of the factors affecting the horizontal-tail contribution is, 
for the most part, descriptive; however, an attempt has been made to 
summarize certain data by empirical correlation or theoretical means in 
a form useful for design.
INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of the d.ownwash behind wings given in references 1 to 3 
has provided a good basis from which the horizontal-tail contribution to 
the static longitudinal stability can be estimated for wing-body com-
binations having thick unswept wings of moderate to high aspect ratios. 
This analysis was concerned largely with the conditions of unseparated 
flow and little rolling-up of the trailing vortex sheet, which conditions 
are applicable to most of the useful flight range for the type of wings 
considered. The corresponding problem for current high-speed airplane 
configurations is considerably more complicated than the problem studied 
in references 1 to 3. The increased complexity of the wing-body-tail 
interference problem is due to (1) the presence of flow separation over
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the wing for a considerable portion of the lift-coefficient range, which 
results from the use of sweep and airfoil sections having small nose radii, 
(2) the faster rolling-up of the vortex sheet resulting from the use of 
low-aspect-ratio wings (ref. 4), and (3) the greater importance of the 
fuselage because of its larger size. Early investigations of wing-tail 
interference for swept-wing configurations (refs. 5 and 6) showed that 
the tail had a powerful influence on the variation of stability through 
the lift-coefficient range and that this influence varied greatly with 
the vertical location of the tail. Numerous subsequent investigations 
have been conducted at both low and high speeds to study the wing-tail 
interference problem for various swept-wing configurations. In refer-
ence 7 a number of the important factors affecting the horizontal-tail 
contribution at low speeds were examined, and the problem of combining 
a tail with wing-fuselage combinations to provide good longitudinal 
stability characteristics was discussed. 
The purpose of the present paper is to provide a more comprehensive 
review and analysis than was given in reference 7 of present knowledge 
concerning the low-speed horizontal-tail contribution for sweptback-wing 
airplanes. The characteristics of the flow behind sweptback wings and 
wing-body configurations are described and related to the downwash char-
acteristics of specific tail locations for unstalled and stalled flow 
conditions. The effects of variations of tail position, variations of 
wing plan form and airfoil section, trailing-edge flaps, stall-control 
devices, and ground interference on the air-flow characteristics and tail 
contribution are analyzed and demonstrated. The more favorable tail 
arrangements are emphasized and their application to specific config-
urations. are illustrated. 
.A brief analysis of the tail contribution to stability of thin 
unswept-wing configurations of small aspect ratio is included. Swept-
forward or composite plan forms are not considered; however, data for 
such configurations are given In references 8 to 12. The analysis of 
the factors affecting the horizontal-tail characteristics is, to a large 
extent, descriptive. It was not possible to present quantitative design 
charts for estimating the tail contribution, but it was possible to corre-
late a number of significant parameters affecting the tail contribution 
and to suggest rough design procedures based on this empirical correlation. 
The experimental data on which the analysis In this paper is based were 
obtained mostly at Reynolds numbers greater than 4 x 106. 
In addition to the analysis presented herein, an index to published 
data on the air-flow characteristics and stability contribution of the 
horizontal tall obtained from tests of models at Reynolds numbers greater 
than Li. x 106 has been prepared and is presented in tables I and II. For 




CL	 lift coefficient 
maximum lift coefficient 
Cm	 pitching-moment coefficient 
C l 	 section lift coefficient 
tCL	 increment of wing lift coefficient due to deflecting 
trailing-edge flaps 
L	 lift 
r	 wing circulation 
U	 longitudinal velocity 
q	 free-stream dynamic pressure 
B	 Reynolds number based on mean aerodynamic chord of wing 
M	 Mach number 
A	 aspect ratio 
b	 span (wing span unless otherwise noted) measured perpen-
dicular to plane of symmetry 
C	 local chord measured parallel to air stream 
ZF	 mean chord measured parallel to air stream 
b/2 
C t	 mean aerodynamic chord, f cd.y 0 
d	 maximum fuselage diameter 
dt	 fuselage diameter at c'/k of tail 
h	 horizontal-tail height normal to plane containing wing-root-
chord line, positive when above plane through wing-root-
chord line
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horizonta.l-tail length parallel to wing-root-chord line 
measured from the airplane center of gravity to quarter-
chord point of tail mean aerodynamic chord (center of grav-
ity assumed at quarter-chord point of wing mean aerodynamic 
chord unless otherwise noted) 
in	 distance. parallel to wing-root-chord line measured from 
three-quarter-chord point of wing mean aerodynamic chord 
to quarter-chord point of tail mean aerodynamic chord 
S	 area (wing area unless otherwise noted) 
A	 angle of sweepback (from quarter-chord line unless other-
wise noted), deg 
8f	 deflection of trailing-edge flaps, deg 
taper ratio 
iW	
angle of incidence of wing measured with respect to fuselage 
center line, positive when wing trailing edge is down, deg 
it	 angle of incidence of horizontal tail measured with respect 
to plane containing wing-root-chord line, positive when 
tail trailing edge is down, deg 
x	 longitudinal coordinate, positive rearward 
y	 spanwise coordinate 
z	 vertical coordinate, positive upward 
x0	 longitudinal coordinate measured from c'/4 
*	 longitudinal coordinate measured from wing trailing edge atTE	 a given spanwise station 
zTh	 vertical coordinate measured from horizontal plane through 
wing trailing edge at a given spanwise station 
v	 downwash velocity at x,y 
b'	 vortex spacing 
z'	 vertical distance between tail and a line connecting vortex 
centers
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w	 wake-center location above extended wing-chord plane 
a.	 angle of attack of wing-root-chord line with respect to 
horizontal plane, deg 
wing angle of attack for increase in dcmax/da. .deg 
a2 	 wing angle of attack for unstable Cm change of tail-off 
configuration, deg 
€	 downwash angle, downf low positive, deg 
'A=O	 dovnwash angle for wing having 
0 sweepback of quarter-chord 
	
-	 line, deg 
Emax	
maximum downwash angle, deg 
AE	 increment of downwash angle due to deflecting trailing-edge 
flaps, deg 
effective downwash angle, a. + i t -	 deg 
downwash due to body alone, deg 
ew	 downwash induced by wing and image vortices, deg 
a	 sidewash angle, deg 
qt	
ratio of local dynamic pressure (at horizontal tail) to free-
stream dynamic pressure 




CL	 lift-curve slope of isolated horizontal tail, -h, deg
Olt
 Cm	 pitching-moment coefficient contributed by horizontal tail 
t
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Cmj	 rate of change of pitching moment with horizontal-tail 
t	 incidence, 3cm1kt
Cn/Cm	 deg at	 angle of attack of horizontal-tail root chord, 
V	 horizontal-tall-volume coefficient, -k--C' S 
i 




t	 horizontal tail 
e	 effective 
LE	 leading edge 
TE	 trailing edge 
max	 maximum 
MODEL NOTATION AND TAIL PARAMETERS
Model Notation 
For any given model, only the most pertinent details have been pre-
sented herein. For complete details refer to the original reference 
applicable to the given model. 
A three-number notation is used to identify the plan-form charac-
teristics of the wing where the notation gives, in order, the sweepback 
of the quarter-chord line, the aspect ratio, and the taper ratio. As an 
example, the model having the wing characteristics A 	 = 70.0 0, 
A = 2.88, and 7 = 0.625 is designated as a 50-2.9-.63 wing or 
50-2. 9- .63 wing-body combination. 
The plan form of the horizontal tall is also designated by the three-
number notation. Unless specifically noted as being a tail, the three-




The airfoil sections of a lifting surface having a round-nose leading 
edge are defined by the standard NACA airfoil designations. Airfoil sec-
tions having sharp leading edges are referred to as either circular-arc, 
wedge, or hexagonal airfoil sections. The designated airfoil sections 
refer to sections parallel to the free stream unless otherwise noted. 
For particular details of wings having twist and camber, reference to the 
original paper should be made. 
The leading-edge devices (flap, slat, etc.) are referred to by spans 
in fractions of wing semispan and the deflection angles are omitted. The 
outboard end of the leading-edge device is located between 97 percent 
and 100 percent of the seinispan. 
The designated span of the trailing-edge flaps is the location of 
the outboard end of the flap. Most of the wing-body configurations with 
trailing-edge flaps have the flap inboard ends located at.or close to 
the intersection of the wing trailing edge with the body. The wing con-
figurations without bodies have the inboard end of the trailing-edge 
device located at the plane of symmetry. 
Deflections of some of these devices are measured in a plane parallel 
to the air stream, whereas others are measured in a plane perpendicular 
to a constant percent-chord line on the swept wing panel. When such 
details are needed, reference to the original papers should be made. 
It should be noted that the extended split flap is a split flap with 
the hinge located at the wing trailing edge. 
Tail Air Flow and Stability Parameters 
Effective values of downwash angle and dynamic pressure. - The effec-
tive downwash angle €e and the dynamic-pressure ratio are calculated 
from the experimental pitching-moment data. For configurations where only 
two horizontal-tail incidences and a tail-off configuration were inves-
tigated, the lift curve of the tail was assumed to be linear and the 









e = Cmi) 
Cm 
- - it 




for a given configuration with or without flaps, and 
(Cm) 
= it 
for the condition when the tail is located out of the wake and away 
from the wing-chord plane of the flap-off configuration at a. = 00. 
When data with enough tail incidences were available, the value 
of Ee was determined by equation (1) by using the condition that 
at = 00 at the intersections of the tail-on and tail-off pitching-moment 
curves. 
Tail stability parameter. - The combined effects of downwash angle 
and dynamic pressure on the stabilizing contribution of the horizontal 
















A negative value of ¶ indicates that the tail Is contributing stability. 
The values of r presented were computed by equation (3) by assuming a 





OUTLINE AND SCOPE OF ANALYSIS 
The general objectives of the analysis contained in this report are 
to provide an understanding of the factors affecting the tail contribution 
to stability, to evaluate existing methods and provide new information 
for predicting the tail contribution, to demonstrate the effects of vari-
ous configuration parameters on the tail contribution, and to indicate 
how the tail may be combined with wing-body combinations to provide 
desirable overall stability characteristics. These points are discussed 
under three subject headings which are the basic air-flow characteristics 
behind wings, the analysis of the stability contribution of specific 
horizontal tails, and the tail design providing desirable overall stability 
of the wing-body-tail configuration. 
In order to provide a basis from which the analysis of the tail 
contribution can proceed, the air-flow characteristics behind wings and 
wing-body combinations are discussed in some detail. The vorticity 
distributions on the wing and in the wake are first described, and the 
effects of these distributions on the magnitude of the downwash angle 
and the position of the downwash field with respect to the wing, which 
are of prime importance in determining the tail contribution, are shown. 
The accuracy of certain idealized representations of the vortex system in 
depicting the flow field is determined by comparisons of calculated and 
experimental downwash angles. The flow behind both wings and wing-body 
combinations are reviewed and analyzed. The flows in the wake of wings 
are discussed as to whether the flow over the wing is unseparated or 
separated because of the large differences in the flow obtained for these 
two conditions. The flow characteristics for plain swept- and un.swept-
wing configurations are discussed at some length; in addition, the effects 
of various arrangements of stall-control devices and trailing-edge flaps 
on the flow are considered briefly. 
The analysis of the longitudinal-stability contribution of the tail 
is begun with some general considerations of the lift produced by a tail 
surface when placed in a given flow field. Next, the fundamental aspects 
of tail location and geometry affecting the variation of the stability 
contribution with angle of attack are brought out by analyzing the non-
uniform changes of d.ownwash angle at the tail as it moves down with angle 
of attack through the flow field of sweptback-wing---body combinations. 
The points concerning the tail contribution which are emphasized are the 
direction of the changes of the tail contribution, the angles of attack 
where these changes occur, and the magnitude of the tail contribution, 
the primary emphasis being on the stalled-flow regime. Experimental data 
on the aerodynamic factors entering into the tail contribution at both 
low and high angles of attack are collected and correlated for a large 
number of plain-wing configurations. A procedure for estimating the tail 
contribution which is based, in part, on the experimental summaries is
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outlined. The remainder of the analysis of the tail contribution is 
devoted to a demonstration of the quantitative effects of various config-
uration and test variables on the tail contribution of selected config-
urations. These effects are explained briefly in terms of the basic flow 
characteristics. 
When the design of a horizontal tail to provide desirable overall 
configuration stability is considered, the general classes of tail-off, 
pitching-moment curves and the differences in the required tail contri-' 
bution are discussed by using the analysis of reference 7 . The tail 
locations and volumes which tend to give desirable stability character-
istics are then demonstrated for configurations with various types of 
tail-off pitching-moment curves. 
AIR-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
Plain-Wing Configurations Without Flow Separation 
The downwash behind a wing depends on the magnitude and distribution 
of vorticity on the wing and in the trailing vortex sheet. The distri-
bution of vorticity in the trailing vortex sheet changes with distance 
from the wing because of the rolling-up and distortion of the sheet. 
These changes in the configuration of the vortex sheet generally decrease 
the magnitude of the d.ownwash over the tail region and cause the downwash 
variation in the vertical direction to become unsymmetrical about the 
vortex-sheet center line. As shown in reference 4, the same degree of 
rolling-up of the vortex sheet is defined by equal values of the param- 
xn,_,_, C 
eter - - for wings with similar circulation distributions. 
b A 
In the application of the Biot-Savart law to the calculation of the 
downwash behind wings (refs. 1, 2, 4, and 11I to 18), the vortex sheet is 
generally assumed to be flat with no rolling-up although the distortion 
is accounted for by displacing the sheet by a constant amount. Inasmuch 
as rolling-up may be of some consequence for the configurations under 
consideration, it is desirable to know how much rolling-up has occurred 
and its possible effect on the downwash calculation. For convenience in 
generalizing results on downwash and rolling-up of the trailing vortex 
sheet behind unstalled surfaces suitable for high-speed flight, wings 
are classified as wings having unswept trailing edges and nearly ellip-
tical loadings (low aspect ratio) and those having sweptback trailing 





Wings with unswept trailing edges and low aspect ratio.- For wings 
with unswept trailing edges and low aspect ratio, it is assumed that the 
load distribution does not depart very far from an elliptical load distri-
bution. The shape of the vortex sheet as it moves downstream of the 
trailing edge is represented schematically in figure 1(a). The rolling-
up phenomena have been discussed considerably by previous investigators 
(see, for example., ref. 14). In reference 4 approximate formulas for 
calculating the coordinates of the partially rolled-up vortex cores are 
suggested. These formulas are a modification of Kaden's results for the 
rolling-up of a vortex sheet of semi-infinite width. A few checks with 
experimental data indicate that the formulas of reference 14 predict the 
paths of the tip-vortex cores reasonably well for elliptical wings. 
Although these checks are not conclusive, the inward movement of the tip 
vortices, which is an indication of the degree of rolling-up of the 
trailing vortex sheet, is considered to be represented adequately by the 
results of reference Ii- for wings with unswept trailing edges and nearly 
elliptical loadings. 
For low lift coefficients the representation of the vortex system 
as a flat sheet without any rolling up is considered a good approximation 
for calculating downwash angles at usual tail locations. The excellent 
agreement between experimehtal and calculated downwash for several 
unstalled low-aspect-ratio sweptback wings from reference 18 is shown 
in figure 2. The downwash was calculated by distributing an elliptical 
spanwise loading at four chordwise stations. The distribution of load in 
a chordwise direction does not appear to have an important effect on 
downwash, however, except for positions near the wing. Falkner in 
reference 19 indicates that concentration of the load at the 0.27 chord 
line on a 600 delta wing will result in an underestimation of €/CL 
equal to 7 percent at 0. 43c behind the trailing edge and 3 percent 
at l.30c. 
The limits of applicability of the concept of the nonrolled-up 
sheet for calculating the magnitude and position of the downwash behind 
unstalled wings are not well defined. Results of calculations given in 
reference 2 and of additional calculations based on the positions of the 
partially rolled-up vortex of reference 20 indicate that the influence 
of the distortion and rolling-up of the vortex sheet on the downwash 
angle near the plane of symmetry may be neglected for values of 
XTE CL 
-s-- -- <0.13 for wings with approximately elliptical loadings. In 
these calculations the entire sheet was displaced downward an amount 
equal to the displacement at the plane of symmetry. If the value of 
xTh CL 
---- of 0.13 is near the upper limit for neglecting the effects of 
distortion and rolling-up, then errors will arise in the practical range 
of lift coefficients when the flat-sheet representation with no rolling-up
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is used for calculating the downwash. Separation may occur, however, 
before the limiting lift coefficient is reached, in which case the rolling-
up phenomena and downwash characteristics are considerably changed as will 
be discussed later. 
Sweptback wings with sweptback trailing edges.- For the sweptback 
wing with a sweptback trailing edge, the load distribution over the center 
part of the wing may be nearly uniform or, in most cases, shows a reduc-
tion in loading at the plane of symmetry. As a consequence the downwash 
decreases as the plane of symmetry is approached. This decreased down-
wash and the/initial disposition of the vortex sheet gives rise to a 
trailing vortex sheet as illustrated in figure 1(b). The maximum dis-
placement of the vortex sheet from the horizontal is obtained outboard 
of the plane of symmetry for locations near the wing but is obtained 
near the plane of symmetry far downstream of the wing (see ref. 21). 
Some insight into the rolling-up process may be gained by studying the 
lateral movement of the tip vortex. The tip-vortex positions behind 
three wings with sweptback trailing edges (refs. 22, lii. , and 21) are 
presented in figure 3. The lateral movement of the tip vortices with. 
increasing downstream distance is negligible, and the minimum vortex 
spacings measured are much greater than the spacings calculated for a 
fully rolled-up vortex sheet (approximately 0.87b/2). These results indi-
cate that there is little rolling-up of the vortex sheet for the condi- 
XTE 
tions in figure 3 which cover a range of -- CL - likely to .be of interest 
for the unseparated-flow case. It appears, then, that the assumption of 
a flat sheet with no rolling-up is justified for the calculation of down_ 
wash for a range of conditions at least as large as that for wings with 
unswept trailing edges and nearly elliptical loadings. The rolling-up 
process for the types of wings in figure 3 appears to be different than 
that for wings described in the previous section. This fact is shown by 
the smaller inward movement of the tip vortices of the present wings 
compared with the movement obtained on straight wings (fig. 3(a)) and the 
movement calculated by the method of reference 21 (which is essentially 
the method of ref. ) (fig. 3(c)). 
The downwash behind an unstalled 140_1 .0_.63 wing as calculated in 
reference lii- is compared with experimental results in figure 4. The 
calculated values of downwash in the vortex sheet are low by about 
20 percent at the plane of symmetry, but the discrepancy is less at posi-
tions away from the plane of symmetry and the vortex sheet. The dowriwash, 
in the vortex sheet is very sensitive to the shape of the loading curve. 
Neglecting the effects of negative vorticity at the plane of symmetry 
which is indicated by the load distribution reduces the discrepancy between 
experimental and calculated downwash (see fig. Ii-(b)). Differences between 
experimental and calculated downwash similar to that just described have 




(with nose flap deflected) in reference 23. In the latter reference 
experimental load distributions were used. 
Because air in the boundary layer collects near the wing tips and 
because of the closer proximity of the outboard wing sections to the 
survey plane, the maximum loss of dynamic pressure in the wake is obtained 
behind the outboard sections. (See fig. 5.) In figure 5 and a number 
of subsequent figures the outline of the wing is projected in the stream 
direction onto the survey plane which is perpendicular to the main air 
stream. As shown in figure 5, the wake-center location can be predicted 
accurately by using the calculated downwash angles; however, an empirical 
relation for estimating the wake-center location which is accurate enough 
for most cases has been derived from available survey data. The relation 
for a spanwise station of approximately 0.25b/2 is 
d_	 I 
XTE = -(0.0175 - x\ - -1.5
	 () dm	 ­d7) icA da, 
for wings with ? = 0)4 to 1.0 and A = 300 to 600. For more highly 
tapered wings a value of 2.0 instead of 1.5 in equation (5) gives better 
results. Equation (5) applies best for tail lengths from 21/b = 0.9 
to 1.5. 
For a given angle of attack the downwash behind the inboard part of 
a wing decreases with increasing sweepback because of the accompanying 
decrease and outward shift of the lift. Because of the changes in down-
wash angle, the wake displacement relative to a horizontal line through 
the trailing edge also decreases with increasing sweepback. Some experi-
mental data demonstrating this effect are shown in figure 6. In this 
figure the ordinate is the angle through which the wake is displaced from 
a horizontal line per unit change of wing angle of attack. The change in 
wake displacement is considerable for 1. = 1.0, but it appears that the 
change decreases with a decrease in ?. 
Wing-body combinations.- When a fuselage is added to a wing, the 
flow field behind the wing Is altered because the circulation distribution 
over the wing is changed and an additional flow component is introduced 
because of the flow about the fuselage. 
In order to demonstrate the phenomena involved in wing-body downwash, 
the components of the downwash angle of a combination consisting of a 
50-2. 9- .63 wing mounted on an infinite circular cylinder are shown In 
figure 7 for a vertical location of z = 0 and a longitudinal location 
of x = co. The total downwash is considered to be made up of the down-
wash due to the wing in the presence of the body, the downwash due to 
the isolated body, and the downwash due to mutual interference between
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the flow fields of the wing and the body. In calculating the downwash 
the method used in reference 24 for representing the vortex system was 
followed. The vortex sheet was assumed to be flat and in line with the 
body. The downwash due to the wing was obtained by using the summation 
of the theoretical wing-alone loading and a body-induced loading calcu-
lated in reference 25 for a wing-body combination similar to the present 
one. This calculated loading is shown in figure 8. The downwash due to 
the isolated body was obtained from the increments of velocity resulting 
from the crossflow around an infinite circular cylinder at a velocity 
of Ua,. The interference flow which represents the reduction of the 
body crossflow due to the wing downwash was obtained by determining the 
downwash induced by vortices which are situated within the fuselage bound-
ary and are images of the vortices shed from the wing. 
As shown in figure 7, the downwash due to the exposed wing vortices 
is approximately equal to the downwash of the wing alone for the example 
given, but this equality is not necessarily true. The interference down-
wash at the side of the body is given exactly by the product of the wing 
- ownwash and the nondimensional velocity increment due to the crossflow 
• •,'	 (a/2\2 
round the body	 , and for stations away from the side of the body 
the downwash is given approximately by this product. The importance of 
small changes in wing loading close to the body on the flow is obvious 
and these changes are of greater importance than those for the wing alone. 
In the region close to the body, however, the greatest difficulty is 
encountered in predicting the body-induced loading (ref. 26). Calculations 
made for a plane at the top of the body show that the downwash is not very 
sensitive to the exact shape of the spanwise load distribution and that 
the predominant change between wing-alone and wing-body dowawash is the 
large downvash angle above the body resulting from the tendency of the 
flow to follow the body. 
Values of dowiiwash calculated by the method described in the preceding 
paragraph are compared in figure 9 with the experimental values of down-
wash for a 50-2.9-.63 wing-body combination obtained from the original 
data of reference 27. A crude correction for the effect of afterbody con-
traction (fig. 8) on the flow field was made by displacing the flow field 
calculated for the combination with the infinite circular cylinder an 
amount equal to the displacement of the axial-flow streamlines about the 
body. The displacement of the axial-flow streamlines resulting from after-




(^2\2 ( 2 )a2 (6) y2-y1	 ) 
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Although the downwash variation with spanwise distance are predicted 
qualitatively by the theory, the agreement between theoretical and exper-
imental values of downwash is generally poor and is not so good as was 
obtained for the-wing-alone configuration of figure 4. The calculated 
downwash is too low, particularly at spanwise stations near the body. 
Inaccuracies result when using the present method for calculating the 
downwash of wing-body combinations inasmuch as this method neglects the 
effects of the bound vortex and the movement between the vortex sheet 
and body and does not offer a rational solution for the flow near the 
end of the fuselage. Another source of error may be in the assumed span 
loading. Besides the factors relating to the method of calculation, there 
are other factors affecting the comparison in figure 9 which are related 
to the conditions of the experimental configurations. The value of the 
downwash gradient is changing rapidly in the region of the body center 
line so that the experimental accuracy is not so good as in other regions 
of the flow field. Viscous flow phenomena which are not considered in 
the calculation affect the flow field. Measurements reported in refer-
ence 29 indicate that the large upwash angles as obtained near infinite 
cylinders are not obtained in the regions of high rates of contraction 
of a finite-length body. The comparison shown in figure 9 is not con-
sidered conclusive in evaluating the method of calculation for bodies 
with nearly constant cross sections where the theory is most applicable. 
Experimental data for such configurations are needed. In addition, an 
evaluation of the effects of the bound vortex on downwash, possibly by 
the method suggested in reference )O, is desirable. 
Plain-Wing Configurations With Flow Separation 
The flow behind wings with separated flow differs significantly from 
the flow behind wings with unseparated flow. Although some characteristics 
of the flow are the same behind various stalled wings, differences in the 
flows do exist and are demonstrated by discussing the flow characteristics 
for several wings which differ considerably in plan form. In this dis-
cussion considerable emphasis is placed on the variation of the maximum 
dowriwash angle with angle of attack behind the inboard wing sections and 
the vertical position of the maximum downwash angle. These parameters 
are useful and convenient in describing the state of the flow and are of 
great importance in determining the downwash variation obtained at the 
tail.
Sweptback-wing configurations.- Wing flow characteristics for several 
stalled sweptback-wing configurations are indicated by span loading and 
tail-off pitching-moment curves in figure 10. The variations of the maxi-
mum downwash angle with angle of attack for a station within the span of 
a tail are also shown. The maximum downwash angle is used here as a con-
venient method of 'indicating changes in the flow field. Detailed flow
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characteristics behind the wings are shown by vector plots and dynamic-
pressure contours in figures 11 to 13. The variations of downwash with 
vertical distance from the wing trailing edge are given in figure 114. 
As a result of the inward progression of separation which begins at 
the wing tips, the spanwise locations of the large changes in loading 
(fig. 10) and, consequently, the locations of the regions of large vortic-
ity in the wake move inward with increasing angle of attack. In addi-
tion, the circulation about the wing increases with angle of attack at a 
greater rate after separation occurs, as indicated by the increased lift-
curve slope of sections near the center of the wing in references 31 
to 33 for low-aspect-ratio wings and in references 34 and 35 for high-
aspect-ratio wings. Because of these two effects, the maximum downwash 
angle increases with angle of attack at a greater rate after separation 
occurs. The value of	 does not increase significantly ., however, 
until the regions of large vorticity have moved some distance inboard of 
the tips, as indicated by the load distribution in figure 10(a) and by 
the pitching-moment curves in figures 10(b) and 10(c). 
The detailed flow characteristics behind a 60° delta (52.14-2.3-0) wing 
obtained from reference 36. are shown in figure 11. The flow behind other 
wings of the same plan form is described in references 37 and 38. A 
separation-vortex characteristic of sweptback wings with small nose radii 
forms along the leading edge and trails off the wing inboard of the wing 
tip. This vortex is identified by a region of large flow angles, rapid 
changes in flow angles, and reduced dynamic pressure. The vortex leaves 
the wing above the trailing edge and is inclined slightly downward with 
respect to a horizontal plane. With increasing angle of attack (see 
figs. 11(a) and 11(b)), the vortex moves inward and enlarges, and the 
center appears to move slightly upward relative to the wing trailing edge. 
Most of the vorticity shed from the wing appears to be concentrated in 
this separation vortex even during the early stages of development. Note 
data for a. = 11.00 in figure 11(a) where a distinct viscous wake exists 
behind the inboard stations but no abrupt change in sidewash occurs while 
going through the wake. The span loading for this configuration 
(fig. 10(a)) also indicates that little vorticity would be shed behind 
the inboard. sections. There is probably a small range of angle of attack 
where vorticity is contained in both the separation vortices and a con-
tinuous vortex sheet. This result was obtained for wings with nose radii 
larger than that of the present wing in reference 36. The positions of 
the separation vortices appear to be slightly outboard of the positions 
of a fully rolled-up pair of vortices as calculated from experimental 
load distributions of reference 32. The maximum downwash at a spanwise 
station of 0.27b/2 is obtained along a line connecting the vortex centers 
as shown in figure 114(a). 
The existence of regions of reduced dynamic pressure and the diffu-




11(c), and 11(d)) indicate the existence of an inflow similar to that 
described in reference 2 for two-dimensional wakes. For the conditions 
in figure 11, however, the inflow phenomenon is essentially three dimen-
sional. The distribution of downwash due to inflow in an xz plane passing 
through the region of low dynamic pressure will be similar to that obtained 
for two-dimensional wakes; moreover, a contribution to the downwash is 
obtained in xz planes outside the regions of low dynamic pressure because 
of the downwash components of the inflow. The contribution of the inflow 
to the downwash has not been evaluated; however, it can be said that its 
magnitude will diminish with increasing downstream distance. 
By using the experimental load distribution of reference 32 the 
downwash behind the 600 delta (52.4_2.3_0) wing was calculated on the 
assumption that the vorticity was concentrated in a single swept horseshoe 
vortex. The calculated variations of emax with angle of attack and 
variations of downwash with vertical distance are compared with the 
experimental variations in figure 15. As shown in figure 15(a) the cal-
culated values of EMqx and d€1 /dcL at high angles of attack are 
lower than the experimental values. The agreement between experimental 
and calculated results is fairly good if the displacement of the experi-
mental downwash curve as indicated by the extrapolated value of 
at a.. = 0 is taken into account. The experimental and calculated vari-
ations of downwash with vertical distance differ by a constant amount 
at 2y/b 0 but by varying amounts at 2y/b = 0.3 (see fig. 15(b)). 
The vortex system behind the 14 5_3.5_.50 wing of figure 10(b) appears 
to be less concentrated than that for the 600 delta (52.4_2.3_0) wing just 
described even though the flows over the wings are basically similar. 
As shown in reference 23, the flow behind the 45_3.5.50 wing appears 
as a vortex sheet in the early stages of separation but a large part of 
the vorticity is located within the outer one-third of the semispan. 
With increasing angle of attack, the vorticity becomes more concentrated. 
The flow angles at the higher angles of attack are more irregular than 
those obtained behind the 600 delta wing (compare figs. 11 and 12), and 
there are two distinct regions of low dynamic pressure behind the 
I5_3.5_.50 wing. For this wing a tip vortex and a separation vortex are 
both present. A plot of the integral of the circulation in the wake as 
a function of spanwise distance in figure 16 indicates that the tip 
vortex is relative weak. The calculated position of a completely rolled-
up vortex is outboard of the position of the separation vortex as shown 
in figure 12. The flow behind the 45-3.5-.50 wing and the 50-2.9-.65 wing 
of reference 27 demonstrates very well the general effect of tip stalling 
on the position of the maximum downwash angle. As shown in figures lli-(b) 
and 14(c), the position of the maximum downwash angle tends to move down-
ward with angle of attack in accord with the wake-center movement until 
the wing stalls (a. = 16.3 0 for the 50-2 .9- .63 wing). As the wing stalls, 
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increases. The maximum downwash angle is generally obtained along a line 
connecting the separation-vortex centers at the higher angles of attack 
as in the case of the 600 delta wing. 
Values of emax calculated for the 47-3.7-.50 wing by assuming a 
single swept horseshoe vortex whose strength and span were determined 
from the experimental span loading are considerably lower than the experi-
mental values. Note that the calculated spans of the vortex were larger 
than the measured spans of the separation vortex in which most of the 
vorticity is concentrated. Downwash which was calculated in reference 23 
by use of the vorticity distribution indicated by the experimental load 
distribution also indicates rather poor agreement with experimental results 
in regard to both emax (fig. 17) and the downwash angles outside the 
region of Emax . For the type of flow observed on the 453.5_.70 wing, 
the disagreement between results of experiment and calculations based on 
the two extreme methods of vortex representation is not surprising. 
For wings without the separation vortex on the surface, the change 
in load distribution due to tip stalling will still cause strong vortices 
behind the wing inboard of the tip as shown by data for a 45 0 delta wing 
in figure 8 of reference 39. These vortices appear to be less distinct 
and the flow is less steady than for a wing with separation vortices. 
The origin of these vortices appears to be above the trailing edge just 
as for the separation vortices. 
The flow behind a sweptback_wing—bod.y combination of high aspect 
ratio without the separation-vortex flow is illustrated in figure 13 for 
a condition of high angle of attack. These data were obtained from refer-
ence 40. A well-defined vortex sheet is indicated behind the inboard 
part of the wing even though the flow over the outboard part of the wing 
is separated as shown in figure 10(c). This result is in contrast to 
the results for the two wings discussed previously where vorticity behind 
the inboard wing sections was not discernible, and it is attributed to 
the large aspect ratio of the wing of figure 13. The position of 
as shown in figure 14(d) moves downward with angle of attack approximately 
in accordance with the wake movement even after the wing stalls; however, 
the position of e	 moves only a small amount below the trailing edge.max 
The effects of a body on the flow behind a wing at high angles of 
attack are not well understood. Some of the effects for low angles of 
attack discussed previously would be expected to apply, at least quali-
tatively, to the high-angle-of-attack case. However, the displacement 
of the vortex sheet, or vortices, from the fuselage may be large and the 
effects of the body on the motion of the vortex system may be of impor-
tance. Viscous effects would also be expected to be more important at 
high angles of attack. No experimental studies have been made to determine
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directly the effects of a body on the flow at low speeds, but results of 
tests at supersonic speeds reported in reference 21 of wings with sepa-
ration vortices may be indicative of the body effects at low speeds. 
These results showed that the effect of the body on the motion of the wing 
vortices was dependent on body size and indicated the presence of two 
pairs of vortices originating near the nose and near the rear of the body. 
A simplified theoretical analysis of the effects of a body on the motions 
of wing vortices is presented in reference 41, and calculations of the 
downwash behind wing-body combinations at high angles of attack are pre-
sented in reference 112. 
Unswept-wing configurations of low aspect ratio.- For unswept wings 
the initial stall may occur anywhere along the span, depending on the 
taper ratio. Consequently, the flow in the vicinity of the tail may vary 
considerably for wings of various taper ratios. For highly tapered wings, 
stalling will begin at the tip and the general flow phenomena would be 
similar to that described for sweptback wings. For wings with small 
taper, separation begins near the root and the flow would be expected to 
be much different from that behind sweptback wings. The general char-
acteristics of the flow behind a wing of small taper will be described 
in this section. 
The flow behind, a 3.4-4.0-.6 wing is similar to that described in 
reference 2 for a stalled unswept wing. As demonstrated in figure 18, 
the predominant feature of the flow is a wide wake having considerable 
losses in dynamic pressure. The inflow into this wake determines to a 
great extent the vertical-downwash variation for positions close to the 
wing. The large reduction of the wake-induced downwash resulting from 
increased longitudinal distance as shown in figure 18 is in accord with 
the calculated trends of reference 5. The downwash at the center of the 
wake behind the wing-root section is. lower than if the wing had not 
stalled. The maximum values of downwash shown in figure 19 for a station 
about 2 chord lengths behind the trailing edge show the same trend. 
Body effects on the dowiiwash are significant. The downwash above 
the body is increased considerably (see fig. 20), and the variation of 
maximum downwash with angle of attack is greater than for the wing alone 
as shown in figure 19. The angle of attack for increased values of d€/du 
above the body appears to be associated with the onset of a deep boundary 
layer on the fuselage. 
Sweptback-Wing Configurations With Stall Control 
Stall-control devices have very little effect on the wing span 
loading due to changes in angle of attack before the wing stalls and, 
consequently, can be expected to have little effect on the variation of 
downwash with angle of attack in this range.
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Stall-control devices can have a considerable effect on the span-
load distribution when the wing is stalled but the effect on the wing 
loading and flow characteristics behind the wing will depend on the type 
and arrangement of the flow-control measure employed. There is very 
little information from which the influence of stall devices on the over-
all flow characteristics behind a wing can be determined directly; there-
fore, the following discussion of the effects of various means of stall 
control on the flow characteristics is based to a large extent on the 
influence of stall-control devices on the separation and loading char-
acteristics of the wing. 
The effect of leading-edge flaps, or slats, on the stalling behavior 
and span loading of the wing depends primarily on the location of the 
inboard end of the device and on the wing plan form. For small to inter-
mediate spans (<0.6b/2), leading-edge flaps maintain the loading over 
the outer part of the wing and, for a given angle of attack, cause sepa-
ration and the large dropoff of span loading to occur closer to the plane 
of symmetry than would occur for the plain wing. These results are illus-
trated in figure 21 for the 47-8.0_. 115 wing of reference 43. The effects 
of leading-edge flaps on the flow characteristics behind a 45-5.1-.38 wing-
body combination (ref. 44) are shown in figures 22 and 23. The region of 
high vorticity in the wake (for this wing, the separation vortices) are 
located farther inboard for the wing with leading-edge flaps than that 
for the plain wing because of the more inboard location of the large change 
in spanwise loading. Note the more inward location of the regions of 
large spanwise downwash gradients and low dynamic pressure in figure 22. 
In this figure it may also be seen that the increase in maximum downwash 
as the region of high vorticity is approached is much less with the 
leading-edge flap on the wing. The data of figure 23 show that the vari-
ation of maximum downwash with angle of attack behind the inboard survey 
station 0.16b/2 is practically unaffected by leading-edge flaps, whereas 
inax is reduced at an earlier angle of attack behind the outboard sta-
tion 0.32b/2. The effects of leading-edge flaps on downwash diminish 
with increasing vertical distance from the point of maximum do'wnwash. 
This result could have been anticipated because irregularities in span 
loading have a smaller effect on downwash as the distance from the posi-
tion of maximum downwash is increased. 
If the span of the flap or slat is long enough, the discontinuity 
at the end of the flap may cause the separation to spread mostly inboard. 
In this case the flow phenomena should be similar in many respects to those 
described in the previous section for an unswept wing having separated flow 
near the root. The flow angles would be smaller but the losses in dynamic 
pressure would be greater for the configuration with the stall-control 
device than for the plain sweptback-wing configuration. If full-span 
devices are employed, a delay in the changes in flow at the tail is experi-
enced but the flow changes due to separation are basically similar to those 




The description of the air flow over wings with partial-span 
leading-edge chord-extensions in reference 7 indicates that the loading 
over such configurations is similar to that for wings with leading-edge 
flaps, except that the loading over the outboard sections may not be 
maintained to as high an angle of attack. Therefore, the effects of 
chord-extensions on the flow at the tail are similar to those of leading-
edge flaps. 
Although the aerodynamic action of fences is somewhat different, 
effects on the load distribution are similar to those of leading-edge 
flaps in that fences delay the loss of lift outboard of the fence and 
cause earlier separation or loss of lift inboard of the fence (see 
ref. 3). All three of the stall-control devices discussed so far have 
much the sane effect on the wing loading and, probably, on the flow 
behind the wing. 
As shown in reference 35, combined camber and twist delayed appre-
ciably the load changes on a 1478.0.45 wing but had no appreciable effect 
on the spanwise location of the initial separation. With regard to the 
flow at the tail, incorporation of camber and twist causes a delay in the 
flow changes and possibly a change in the severity of the flow changes. 
Sweptback-Wing Configurations With Trailing-Edge Flaps 
Flow behind wings and wing-body combinations with partial-span 
flaps at a low angle of attack.- The downwash and dynamic-pressure char-
acteristics behind a 40-l.o.63 wing (ref. lii-) and wing-body combination 
(ref. 45) with partial-span split flaps, respectively, are presented in 
figures 24 and 25 for a low angle of attack. Since the angle of attack 
is small, the absolute values of downwash presented in figure 2 1 may be 
considered as closely representing the effect of deflecting the flaps. 
The maximum downwash behind the wing is obtained above the-wake center 
line because of the wake-induced downwash (ref. 2) and the effects of the 
distortion of the vortex sheet. The influence of the body on the detailed 
air-flow characteristics is particularly significant near the wing-body 
juncture. The body reduces the downwash at spanwise stations near the 
wing-body juncture, increases the d.ownwash at outboard stations, and 
displaces the wake near the body upward (fig. 24). These results may be 
explained by the presence of a strong vortex which originates near the 
wing-body juncture and has a direction of rotation opposite to that of 
the tip vortex. (See ref. 46.) 
No attempt has been made to calculate the downwash due to deflecting 
flaps because of the large body effects present for the practical wing-
body case. Calculations were made, however, to determine the dynamic 
pressure and wake dimensions behind the wing on the assumption of a two-
dimensional wake as in reference i in order to demonstrate the three-
dimensional character of the flow. As shown in figure 26, agreement
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between dynamic-pressure characteristics determined from experiment and 
by calculation is poor. The wake intensity was lower and the width was 
much less at the inboard station than that calculated. The differences 
in the results are to some extent attributed to the rolling-up of the 
trailing vortex sheet but are primarily attributed to the outward flow 
in the wake which occurs on and near the wing because of the, large span-
wise pressure gradient behind the flap. 
Surveys of the flow behind sweptback wings and wing-body combinations 
at various angles of attack with trailing-edge flaps are presented in 
references 13, 114., 23, 272 36, 40, 144, 14.5, and 47. 
Effect of angle of attack on flow behind wing-body combinations 
with trailing-edge flaps.- The changes in the detailed flow character-
istics behind wing-body combinations with trailing-edge flaps as the 
angle of attack is increased through the stall are complex, and the changes 
are dependent to some extent on the trailing-edge flap and stall-control 
arrangement employed. For the present discussion, the flow behind wing-
body combinations employing partial-span leading-edge and trailing-edge 
flaps will be described inasmuch as this combination is the most important 
case.
Flow separation and the loss in lift on various sections of a flapped 
wing occur at an earlier angle of attack than on an unflapped wing, and 
at some high angles of attack the loading on the two wing configurations 
is similar as shown in reference 43 The downwash of the flapped wing 
will then tend to approach that of the unflapped wing at a high angle of 
attack. The effects of trailing-edge flaps on downwash and wake charac-
teristics below this angle of attack are illustrated in figure 27 for the 
14. 5 ...5. 1 .38 wing-body combination of reference 14• The region of large 
dowawash which is obtained behind the wing flaps at the lowest angle of 
attack in figure 27(a) is masked by flow changes due to separation as the 
angle of attack of the wing is increased, so that at a.. 19 0 the down-
wash distributions behind the flapped and unflapped wings are similar. 
The upward movement of the region of maximum d.ownwash is, of course, much 
greater for the flapped wing than for the unflapped wing since the posi-
tion of maximum downwash is lower with flaps on at low angles of attack 
but approaches the position for the unflapped wing at the higher angles 
of attack. It may be seen in figure 27(a) that the vertical downwash 
gradients are larger behind the configuration with trailing-edge flaps 
at the lower angles of attack. Although the variations of the maximum 
downwash with angle of attack for individual spanwise stations are irreg-
ular, the variations of maximum downwash obtained by spanwise integration 
across a typical tail span indicate an increase in the value of d€max/da 




ANALYSIS OF STABILITY CONTRIBUTION OF HORIZONTAL TAIL 
In this analysis of the stability contribution of the tail, certain 
aspects of the lift developed by a tail surface when placed in the flow 
field behind a wing-body combination will be discussed first. Next, the 
effective downwash obtained at the tail as it moves down with angle of 
attack through the downwash field will be analyzed in terms of the tail 
location relative to the chord plane and in terms of the tail geometry. 
Then, the effects of wing plan form, airfoil section, stall-control devices, 
trailing-edge flaps, proximity of ground, Reynolds number, and Mach number 
on the effective downwash characteristics and tail contribution T are 
demonstrated. For the plain sweptback-wing configurations, a number of 
important factors affecting the tail contribution are correlated and con-
sideration is given to methods for estimating the tail contribution. 
Tail Lift Characteristics 
The stability contribution of the horizontal tail is determined by 
the lift on the tail surface and the fuselage which results from placing 
the tail in the flow field of the wing-body combination. For tails mounted 
away from the fuselage, accurate values of the lift may be obtained by 
using average values of local tail angle of attack and dynamic pressure, 
which have been weighted according to the additional lift distribution of 
the tail. Satisfactory agreement with force-test results have been 
obtained in some cases by weighting according to the chord distribution 
(see regs. 13, 27, and 44). A proven method for calculating the lift of 
tail surfaces mounted on the body has not been developed. An approximate 
method for calculating the lift of a lifting surface and body combination 
has been suggested in reference 48. This method is extended to account 
for the main wing downwash inasmuch as it may prove useful in estimating 
the lift of a tail in the presence of a body and a wing and in developing 
more adequate estimation procedures. The lift of a surface and an infinite 
body at the same angle of attack a. is given in reference 48 as 
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where Lexp is the lift at an angle of attack a. obtained by joining 
exposed wing panels, Lsurface the lift at an angle of attack a. 
obtained on surface in presence of body, Lbody the lift at an angle 
of attack a. obtained on body in presence of surface, and E BI the 
average body downwash across the exposed tail span. It may be noted 
that the parameter F is not sensitive to the shape of the load distri-
bution and may be calculated by using any reasonable load distribution. 
According to reference 48, the ratio L/Lexp is relatively insensitive 
to the aspect ratio of the lifting surface. To the same deeeof approx-
imation, it would appear that equation () can be generalized to include 
the effect of the wing downwash as follows: 
exp(l d
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where E is the average downwash across exposed tail span due to wing 
and image vortices. 
In the analysis of force-test data the isolated tail has been con-
sidered the basic lifting surface, and, for constant fuselage angle of 
attack, the ratio of the lift-curve slope of the tail and fuselage to 
that of the isolated tail is defined as ii. In practice the isolation 
of the parameter rl is uncertain so that it is best to use the param-
eter n(!L)as an indication of the lift characteristics of the tail. 
Experimental data on n ()e are presented in figure 28 for tail surfaces 
mounted on the body. The isolated tail lift-curve slopes used in forming 
the ratios plotted in figure 28 were obtained by calculation in some 
cases and from experimental data in others. The available results indi-
cate a fairly regular reduction of i 	 with increase in body size. \/e 
The variation is due mainly to the variation of n. Although (!I)e 
depends to some extent on the tail height and body shape, sufficient data 
are not available to ascertain the effects of these parameters. For tail 
surfaces mounted immediately adjacent to the body, values of \ qi 
have been measured in investigations reported in references 13, 27, and 49. 
In the preceding discussions the lift curve of the tail was assumed 
to be linear; however, particular attention should be paid to nonlinearitie
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in the tail lift curve when using surfaces incorporating high sweep angles, 
low aspect ratios, and thin airfoils. Another factor of concern is the 
variation of the flow angle across the span of the tail as shown in fig-
ures 11 to 13 and 27(a). This variation may be sufficient to alter the 
stalling characteristics of the tail so that average values of tail angle 
of attack may not be indicative of the lift produced by the tail. 
Basic Results for Sweptback-Wing Configurations 
The horizontal-tail contribution to stability is not constant over 
the angle-of-attack range principally because the downwash angle at the 
tail varies. nonuniformly with angle of attack. The latter result is due 
to the relative movement between the tail and the position of maximum 
downwash and to a nonuniform change in the general level of downwash with 
angle of attack. 
A demonstration of how these factors affect the downwash variations 
at the tail is presented in figure 29 for a condition where the movement 
of the tail relative to the position of maximum downwash is large. The 
curves were calculated for a wing-tail system where the vortex system was 
represented by a pair of infinite vortices whose spacing and position 
relative to the tail were approximated from the results of reference 36. 
Calculations were made for the case where the vortex spacing was constant 
(fig. 29(a )) and for the case where the vortices moved inward with 
increasing angle of attack (fig. 29(b)). It can be seen that the move-
ment of the tail through the downwash field introduces significant non-
linearities in the variation of the downwash at the tail even though the 
maximum downwash varies linearly with angle of attack. The inward move-
ment of the vortices with increasing angle of attack accentuates the 
nonlinearities in downwash obtained at the tail but does not alter the 
trends shown for a constant vortex spacing. The downwash velocity for 
a constant value of x and y is 
v = f(F,b',z')	 (9) 
where b' is the vortex spacing and z' is the vertical distance 
between the tail and a line connecting the vortex centers. Then, 
dv	 f dl'	 6f db'	 6f dz' (10) 
The first two terms on the right-hand side are positive and increase In 
magnitude as Z t approaches zero. The third term reaches a maximum 
positive value when the tail is above the line connecting the vortex 
centers (position of maximum downwash). This means that, as the tail 
moves downward with angle of attack, de/dm increases with angle of
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attack until the tail reaches a finite position above the point of maxi-
mum downwash (z t = 0) and that d€/da, decreases with angle of attack 
when the tail is below this position. 
Examples of effective downwash variations obtained behind real wing-
body combinations reported in references 27 1 14 0, and 50 are presented 
in figure 30. Corresponding data 011 d€e/dcL and(e are presented 
in figure 31. The basic flow characteristics for configurations similar 
to these have been described previously. The data in figures 30 and 31 
show that the downwash does not vary continuously in a nonlinear manner 
from an angle of attack of 00 as for the configuration in figure 29 but 
rather, it varies linearly for part of the angle-of-attack range and 
then varies nonlinearly in a manner similar to that of the configuration in 
figure 29. For the configurations in figure 30 and for most other con-
figurations discussed in this report, any nonlinear effects on downwash 
due to the movement of the tail with respect to the vortex sheet or due 
to the rolling up of the vortex sheet before separation occurs are small 
so that the value of d€e/da, obtained at a = 00 is essentially unchanged 
until separation occurs. The nonlinear variations of downwash at the tail 
with angle of attack shown in figure 30 are obtained because, after sepa-
ration occurs, the maximum value of downwash increases at a substantially 
greater rate as shown in figure 10 and the relative movement between the 
tail and the point of maximum d.ownwash is large as indicated by the move-
ment of the wing chord line in figure l ii-. The relative importance of 
these factors in contributing to the nonlinear downwash variations may 
change, however, for different configurations. The dynamic pressure at 
the tail for the configurations of figure 31 does not vary significantly 
with angle of attack except at high angles of attack, so that 	 will 
not have any appreciable effect on the tail contribution as expressed. 
by 'r in equation (Ii. ) over most of the angle-of-attack range. 
In the following discussion which deals with experimental results on 
tail location and tail geometry, the primary emphasis will be on the down-
wash in the range of lift coefficients where the flow over the wing is 
separated. The points concerning the downwash variations which are dis-
cussed are the direction of the changes of d€e/dt, the angles of attack 
where these changes occur, and the magnitude of dce/da. 
Tail location.- As can be readily seen in figures 29 to 31, the 
downwash variations for angles of attack beyond the linear part of the 
downwash curves are affected considerably by the vertical location of 
the tail. The initial changes in the downwash variations are destabi-




positions. As shown in figure 31, the initial changes in dee/daY tend 
to occur for the various tail positions at about the same angle of attack. 
This angle of attack corresponds closely to the initial wing stall angle 
which, for the low-aspect-ratio wings, is the angle of attack where the 
position of maximum downwash begins to move away from the wake center line 
but is lower than the angle of attack where deax/icL begins to increase. 
For all tail positions the magnitude of dee/Cia decreases at some angle 
of attack. The angle of attack for decreasing dee/dm increases with 
increasing tail height h. Factors contributing to the decrease in d€e/dct 
other than the movement of the tail through the downwash field as described 
for the simple vortex system in figure 29 are a decrease in dr/dm and 
a decrease of the average dowiiwash over the tail span when the vortex cores 
or wakes encompass the tail.. 
From the data in figures 30 and 31 it may be inferred that there is 
a tail position near the chord plane which defines a boundary below which 
there are no destabilizing changes of dEe/da. Data on six configurations 
which relate this boundary to the wake location are given in table IV. 
These data show that the maximum tail height for which there are no signif-
icant destabilizing changes in dc/Cia is defined very well by the dis-
tance of the wake center from the wing chord plane at the angle of 
attack ct1 where demax/da. increases. This angle of attack is somewhat 
greater than the initial stalling angle of the wing. In terms of a sig-
nificant wing characteristic, the maximum tail height for no destabilizing 
change in d€e/da is defined approximately by the wake-center location 
at the angle of attack a, where unstable changes In the tail-off 
pitching-moment curve are obtained. It should be noted that the afore-
mentioned results were obtained for configurations where the movement 
between the tail and the wake center had no significant effect on dee/da, 
until stalling on the wing had occurred. The maximum tail heights for 
no destabilizing change of de/dm are plotted against the distance from 
the trailing edge in figure 32 and compared with a mean boundary proposed 
in reference 51. Because of the nearly linear relation between the wake 
displacement and longitudinal distance from the trailing edge, straight 
lines that are drawn through the origin and any individual point will 
define a boundary applicable to a range of tail lengths. 
The maximum value of dee/dm at the tail is important inasmuch as 
it is indicative of the least contribution to stability that the tail will 
provide. An illustration of the effect of tail height on the maximum 
value of d€e/da is shown in figure 33. The low angle-of-attack values of 
dee/da are also shown. Above the boundary for no destabilizing change 
in d€e/dct the maximum value of dEe/Cia increases with increasing tail
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height to a peak value and then decreases. As shown in figures 29 to 31 
maximum values of dce/da are obtained at progressively higher angles of 
attack with increasing tail height and that the angle-of-attack range 
where d€e/da is larger than the low angle-of-attack value of dee/da. 
is greater as the tail height is increased. The decrease in maximum 
dce/dCt noted in figure 33 may be explained as follows. In the discus-
sion of the downwash results for a simple vortex system it was shown 
that the maximum value of d€/dm for the middle point on the tail is 
obtained when the tail is passing through . a point located somewhat above 
the region of maximum downwash. Now, if the tail is above this point 
until d€max/dcL decreases, the resulting value of de/dm at the tail 
would be lower than that obtained with the tail at a lower position. For 
complete tails located behind actual wings, the effective value of d€max,,al 
is decreased at a high angle of attack by a reduction in dr/dm and a 
decrease of the average dowuwash over the tail span when the tail is 
immersed in the vortex cores or wake. Inasmuch as these factors are influ-
enced by the inward progression of separation on the wing, the tail height 
at which the peak value of dEe/dcL is obtained appears to be related in 
some way to the angle of attack for 
The effects of changes in tail length on the downwash characteristics 
behind a 52.4-2.3-0 wing-body combination reported in reference 70 are 
shown in figure 314. The magnitudes and variations of downwash are not 
affected much by change in tail length for 2h/b = 0 . 29, 0.58, and 0.87 
up to about a. = 150 , but appreciable changes are obtained at higher 
angles of attack. The maximum value of d€e/dm and the ensuing decrease 
in dEe/da are reached at a lower angle of attack as tail length is 
increased. This result can be visualized from a consideration of the 
movement of the tails through the downwash field behind the wing. The 
values of maximum d€e/dCt decrease with increase in tail length for a 
given tail height as shown in figure 37(a). For 2h/b = -0.07, the vari-
ations of downwash (fig. 34) are similar although it may be seen that the 
downwash variation is more stabilizing for the most rearward tail position. 
For tail positions close to the boundary previously discussed, the type of 
downwash variation would be changed by a change in tail length. 
It has been observed that the maximum values of dEe/dm for the 
52.-2.3-0 wing-body combination may be correlated approximately if the 
tail location is given in terms of a tangent of an angle. The results 
of this correlation (where the angle is measured from the chord plane 
with the 3/4c t point as the origin) are shown in figure 35(b). The corre-lation obtained on the basis of equal tail-location angles has some.theo-




was represented by a horseshoe vortex show the same trend as in fig-
ure 37(b) when the tail length was measured from the origin of the trailing 
vortices. The generality of the observed result is not known, but the 
degree of correlation obtained would depend on the choice of the origin. 
For the configuration in figure 37 satisfactory correlation is not obtained. 
for tail lengths less than 1.44b/2. The maximum values of dee/dm are 
obtained in the same angle-of-attack range for equal tail-location angles. 
Tail-surface geometry. - When the possible effects of the span and 
plan form of the tail on dee/dc. are considered, the spanwise variations 
of dc/dc. must be studied. In general, the downwash in the region of 
the tail tip changes more over the angle-of-attack range than does the 
flow at the root. Within the a. range where the wing flow is unseparated, 
an exception to this result occurs in that relatively large values of 
dc/da are obtained in regions immediately above and below the fuselage 
as shown in figure 9. The detailed flow characteristics at various tail 
positions for separated flow on the wing are illustrated in figure 36 by 
contours of dc/dc.. The values of dc/da tend to increase with increases 
in spanwise distance for high tail positions until the region of vorticity 
is reached; then the dc/da value will decrease. As the angle of attack 
is increased from a low value, the flow at the tip of the tail is affected 
first, and for the higher tail positions dc/dc. decreases first at the 
tip sections. 
Tail plan forms can be altered to make important changes in the 
effective angle of attack of the tail in the direction indicated above; 
however, the magnitude of the possible changes has not been determined 
directly by experiment. Survey data of references 13, 27, 37, 4o,-and 44 
may be used to obtain an estimate of this effect for wing-body combinations. 
As suggested in reference 45, negative dihedral of the tail can be 
employed to move the tip away from the region of high dc/da into region 
of low dc/da and thus obtain some increase in the tail contribution. 
The change due to dihedral will obviously depend on the position of the 
tail relative to the downwash field. An example of the advantage of 
incorporating negative dihedral is shown in figure 37 for a 4O-3.5-.58 wing-
body combination with the root of the tail located at 2h/b = 0.28. 
Basic Results for Unswept-Wing Configurations 
The variations of cei, 11()e and r with angle of attack for 
several unswept-wing--body combinations where separation begins near the 
root are shown in figure 38. The occurrence of nonlinearities in the 
downwash curves of figure 38(a) for a 7.3-2.5-.63 wing-body combination 
(ref. 49) appears to be associated primarily with flow separation on the 
wing as indicated by the fact that preventing separation by the use of
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nose flaps results in approximately linear curves to nearly C 	 (see 
ref. 72). The downwash curves for the 5.3-2.5-. 63 combination in fig-
ure 38 indicate an initial destabilizing trend for the two higher tail 
positions and a stabilizing trend for the low tail position. The factors 
contributing to the nonlinearities in the downwash curves are: 
(1) Movement of tail through the wake. This effect may be stabi-
lizing or destabilizing depending on the location of the tail relative 
to the wake center line. (See figs. 18 and 20.) 
(2)Reduction in downwash behind the wing when the wing stalls 
(fig. 19). 
(3)A large nonlinear increase in de/da, above the fuselage resulting 
from the addition of the fuselage. 
The increased values of d€/da at the tail which result from the addition 
of a body are shown in figure 39 for a 3)4-4.0-.63 wing-body combination. 
The reduction in the destabilizing influence of the body with increasing 
spanwise distance emphasizes the importance of tail span in determining 
the tail contribution. This result was demonstrated in reference 53 for 
a model which had been shown in reference 54 to have large increases in 
d€/da. due to the body. 
The magnitude of the loss of dynamic pressure at the tail and the 
variation of dynamic pressure with angle of attack shown in figure 38(b) 
are sufficiently large to be important in affecting the tail contri-
bution T. 
The effect of increasing tail length on the downwash (fig. 38(a)) 
behind a 5.3-2 .5-. 63 wing-body combination appears to be moderate. 
Increasing the aspect ratio of the wing from 2.5 to 14.0 reduces downwash 
significantly. Part of this effect may be due to the increased ratio of 
tail span to body diameter bt/d. 
Additional data for unswept-wing—body combinations without flaps 
are presented in reference 55 and for configurations with the leading-edge 
and trailing-edge flaps in references 1 1 9 and 52. 
Effect of Configuration and Test Variables 
on Tail Contribution 
Wing plan form and airfoil section. - In order to demonstrate the 
effects of plan form changes on the downwash behind wings at low angles 




reference 56 are presented in figure 40. The effects of plan-form vari-
ables on the downwash for a given wing lift coefficient are shown in fig-
A d€ 
ure 11.0(a) in terms of the parameter 
57.3 dCL 
-. The effects of sweepback 
on the downwash for a given angle of attack are shown in figure 40(b) in 
terms of the parameter € . For wings of moderate to high aspect ratio 
A=0 
at a given lift coefficient (fig. 40), increasing the sweepback decreases 
the downwash as a result of the outward shift of load. This effect 
becomes smaller as the tail is moved away from the vortex sheet (increasing 
h). At a given angle of attack (fig. I1.0(b)), increasing the sweepback 
causes a greater reduction of downwash because of the accompanying decrease 
in CL. The influence of sweepback on the average downwash varies with 
tail span because of the fact that the spanwise downwash gradient near 
the plane of symmetry (fig. I1.(a)) increases with sweepback. Because of 
this result, trends shown by the downwash at the plane of symmetry should 
not be assumed to be indicative of the trends of the mean downwash. 
Results of calculations presented in figure 40(a) to determine effects 
of other wing-plan-form variables indicate that increasing the aspect 
ratio from 4 to 6 reduces the downwash parameter	 A de- slightly, 
57.3 dC 
whereas reducing the taper ratio )\ increases the value of	
A
L 
considerably. The trends shown by the calculated data are verified by 
experimental data on a systematic series of wings in reference 57. 
Although data are not presented herein for wings of small aspect ratio 
with unswept trailing edges, sweepbàck should have a smaller effect on 
d€/dCL than shown in figure 14. 0 because of the similarity of loadings 
on these wings. Changes in the wing plan form of wing-body combinations 
should have effects on the downwash at low angles of attack which are 
qualitatively similar to those obtained for wings alone. Systematic data 
showing such effects, however, are not available. 
In order to demonstrate the effects of wing-plan-form variables on 
the downwash characteristics and tail contribution of wing-body combi-
nations at both low and high angles of attack, data are presented in 
figures 41 to 44 for selected configurations which have geometric char-
acteristics similar to each other except for the plan-form variable in 
question. A comparison of the tail characteristics of swept- and unswept-
wing—body combinations from references 13 and 52 are presented in fig-
ure 41. Despite the dissimilarity in the stalling behavior and air-flow 
characteristics for the two configurations, the tail stability parameter i-
(fig. 41(b)) of the swept- and unswept-wing—body combinations displays 
similar variations with angle of attack in that the stability parameter 
for the high and Intermediate tails decreases initially and the stability 
parameter for the low tail increases initially with Increase in the angle
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of attack. These changes in the tail contribution, however, occur at a 
higher angle of attack and the degree of the unstable change of the high-
tail stability contribution is greater for the sweptback wing. The latter 
result is due to the greater downwash of the sweptback wing which reaches 
higher lift coefficients than the unswept wing. Although data are not 
available to demonstrate conclusively the effect of wing sweep on the 
domwash for plan forms where tip stalling is present in all cases, a 
comparison of data for two configurations of aspect ratio 2 from refer-
ences 58 and 59 in figure 42 indicates that increasing the sweepback, 
angle from 37 to 560 had little effect on the downwash characteristics 
up to the maximum angle of attack tested. 
The observed effects of aspect ratio (refs. 60 and 61) and taper 
ratio (refs. 62 and 63) on dee/da, in the stalled range as shown in 
figures 13 and 44 follow the trends obtained at low angles of attack. 
The main effect of wing airfoil section on the tail contribution 
arises from a change in the angle of attack of flow separation and the 
attendant changes in the flow field. The characteristics of two 500 
sweptback-wing configurations differing in nose radii (refs. 27 and 13) 
are compared In figure 45. The downwash changes at the tail were delayed 
until higher angles of attack were reached by increasing the nose radii 
but the maximum values of d€e/dCL for intermediate and high tail posi-
tions were Increased. The reason for the latter effect is obvious since 
the total lift and, probably, distributions of lift at a. = 28 0 are the 
same. As may be seen in table IV and figure 32, the delay in the angle 
of attack of stall by increasing the airfoil nose radius increases the 
maximum tail height for no destabilizing change of d€e/dCL. Airfoil-
section effects similar to those noted for the 500 swept wings have been 
obtained on 400 swept wings (refs. 60 and 65) where one of the wings did 
not exhibit separation vortices. The question of whether the type of 
flow separation on the wing will affect the tail contribution is diffi-
cult to answer because the change in separation angle of attack will be 
large enough to mask such effects. 
Although few results are available at present, the effects on down-
wash of plan-form and airfoil-section modifications produced by leading-
edge air inlets are of considerable interest. Tests of a 40-3.5-.58 wing-
body combination indicated that large leading-edge air inlets located at 
the wing root reduced the value of dEe/da throughout the angle-of-attack 
range when the tail was located at 2h/b = 0.28. Inlets of the type 
approaching a flush inlet gave results about the same as those of the 
basic wing. These results should not be generalized inasmuch as there is 
a possibility that some air Inlets may produce a destabilizing downwash 
change.
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The measured downwash characteristics for a large number of sweptback-
wing—body combinations of various plan forms have been summarized in 
figures 46 and 47. The effective downwash characteristics at low angles 
of attack of 20 wing-body combinations are plotted as a function of the 
tail height 2h/b in figure 46 in four groups according to various com-
binations of the taper ratio, aspect ratio, and sweep angle. It has 
been determined that the magnitude of dee/dcL In the stalled range of 
angles of attack may be correlated, in a rough sense, by relating this 
value of d€e/dct to the low angle-of-attack value of d€e/da measured 
in the chord plane. The ratios of these two values of dEe/dCL are 
plotted against the tail-location parameter h/rn in figure 47 for 
18 sweptback-wing configurations. It should be noted that for any par-
ticular configuration the d€e/dcz, ratios plotted In figure 47 were 
measured at different angles of attack for different tail heights. The 
value of d€e/dcL in the stalled range is about three or four times the 
low angle-of-attack value for the high tail positions and about 0.50 this 
value for the low tail positions. The d€e/da, ratio appears to be depend-
ent on the aspect ratio which may be a result of a difference in stalling 
behavior of the wing or the inexactness of tail-location parameter h/rn 
in defining the maximum values of d€e/dct for the smaller tail lengths. 
Stall-control devices. - In the discussion on the basic air-flow 
characteristics behind sweptback wings with stall-control devices, the 
downwash before separation had occurred on the wing was shown to be unaf-
fected by stall-control devices. Furthermore, it was indicated that, in 
general, some changes in the flow pattern In the region of maximum down-
wash angle are caused by the stall-control devices but the change decreases 
as the distance from the position of maximum downwash angle increases. 
The effects of various methods of stall control on the downwash and tail 
stability parameters are demonstrated in figures 48 to 51. In general, 
these results are consistent with the observations of the flow and show 
that the various means which have been used to improve the stability of 
the basic wing increase the tail contribution when the wing is stalled 
for tails located in a relatively high position. Only small effects are 
obtained when the tail is mounted in a low position. 
The effects of 0.475b/2 leading-edge flaps on the stability contri-
bution of a tail mounted on the 45-5.1_.58 wing-body combination of ref-
erence 44 are shown in figure 11.8. For the high tail there is some reduc-
tion in the instability contributed by the tail at the higher angles of 
attack when the flaps are added. This change is caused by the change 
of flow near the tip of the tail. (See discussion of figure 25.) For 
the low tail no significant difference is noted. Data for 45_8.0-.45 
and 50-2.9-.63 wing-body combinations in references 61 and 13 indicate 
some slight Improvement due to partial-span leading-edge flaps for moder-
ate to high tail locations.
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Incorporation of long-span (0.725b/2) leading-edge flaps on a 
40-4.0-.63 wing-body combination caused separation to occur first near 
the wing root. The change in location of separation from the midspan 
location obtained with shorter span flaps caused a reduction in the desta-
bilizing change in the downwash variation with angle of attack for moder-
ate to high tail positions. (Compare figures 7(1), 7(l), and 7(m) with 
figures 7(d), 7(g),. and 7(h), respectively, of reference 60.) 
The improvement due to leading-edge chord-extensions on the tail 
contribution of a 40- . 5- . 50 wing-body combination is demonstrated in 
figure 49. Data on chord-extensions of 40 .4.0-.50 and 35-.6-.57 wing-
body combinations with relatively high tails may be found in references 61 
and 65. 
The effect of wing fences on the tail contribution of a 40-3.5-.50 
wing-body combination is smaller than the effect of chord-extension as 
shown by comparison of figures 49 and 50. Fences were shown to have a 
negligible effect on the tail contribution of a 5-8.0-.45 wing-body com-
bination in references 61 and 66. 
Combined twist and camber were highly beneficial to the tail con-
tribution of a high-aspect-ratio wing configuration (see fig. 51). Camber 
and twist delayed and reduced the unstable changes in d€/da for the high 
tail. Some benefit was gained for the intermediate tail but the benefit 
for the low tail was small. The methods of stall control used on a 
45-8.o-.45 wing-body combination in order of increasing beneficial effects 
on the tail contribution were fences, leading-edge flaps, and combined 
camber and twist. Camber and twist had no beneficial effects on the down-
wash of a variable-sweep configuration (A = 200 to 600) in reference 67, 
but this may be due to the fact that the tail was mounted in a relatively 
low position (average h = 0.10b/2). 
Trailing-edge flaps.- The increments of downwash due to deflecting 
trailing-edge flaps on wing-body combinations are summarized in figure 52 
in the form of a ratio of the measured effective downwash increment to 
the factor ^EL_. This factor was found to give satisfactory correlation bf 
Ab 
of the flap span effect for the calculated downwash angles of wings in 
reference 1 when the vertical location of the tail was measured from the 
vortex sheet. The degree of correlation indicated in figure 52 is satis-
factory inasmuch as the maximum value ofb 
L	
corresponds to a value 
C/A L1 b 
Of AE  not greater than 100 . The larger increments of downwash and the
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values of_AE bf which do not correlate so well are obtained for low 
LCL/A_ 
tail positions close to the wake. Some differences exist between the 
downwash factors for split flaps and for higher lift flaps which extend 
the wing chord. 
The effects of trailing-edge flaps on the tail stability parameter 
and the downwash at the tail of several representative configurations 
having wings of 450 sweepback are shown in figures 53 and 54 for tails 
mounted in a high position and a low position, respectively. At low 
angles of attack where the downwash curves are linear and the tail contri-
bution is constant, trailing-edge flaps have only minor effects on d€e/d1 
(or T) for tail positions above the wing chord plane. For tails below 
the wing chord plane, the flaps in some cases tend to increase the down-
wash parameter dEe/da at low angles of attack; however, no generally 
consistent behavior is evident from the available data. If the tail is 
located in the flap wake (see fig. 27(b)), some loss in the tail contri-
bution would be obtained. 
The initial nonlinearities in the downwash curves like those shown 
in figures 53 and 54 for flaps-deflected configurations are governed by 
the movement of the tail through the downwash field of the unstalled wing 
in addition to the changes in the downwash field arising from flow sepa-
ration on the wing. The former effect which was generally unimportant 
for unstalled plain wings may be strong for tails passing through the 
region of large vertical downwash gradients obtained when trailing-edge 
flaps are deflected (fig. 27(a)); however, the effects of flow separation 
are the larger. 
The magnitude of the stability contribution for tails located in low 
positions is increased (more negative -r or reduced d€e/dcL) for moderate 
to high angles of attack by deflecting trailing-edge flaps (see fig. )#). 
For tails located in high positions such as in figure 53, the significant 
effect of trailing-edge flaps on the tail contribution at moderate to 
high angles of attack is that the maximum unstable value of -r is reduced. 
Although no data are presented for configurations having the tail mounted 
in an intermediate position, the downwash changes (reduced d€e/dcL) due 
to flaps for such configurations are generally large after the tail passes 
through the region of maximum downwash (fig. 27(a)). The increased tail 
contribution due to flaps obtained after separation occurs is explained 
partly by the fact that the value of downwash of flapped configurations 
tends to approach the value for plain-wing configurations at a high angle 
of attack. (The angle of attack where this result occurs is approximately 
the angle where LCL = a.) For low and intermediate tail heights, part 
of the increased tail contribution due to flaps results from the increased
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tail movement relative to the position of maximum downwash and from the 
larger vertical downwash gradients below the region of maximum downwash 
(fig. 27(a)). 
The maximum tail height for no destabilizing change in dEe/dm 
which was discussed previously for plain wing configurations (fig. 32) 
is lowered by deflecting the trailing-edge flaps. The amount that this 
boundary is lowered is probably influenced by the type of flap. Some 
values of the maximum tail height for no destabilizing change in dc/da 
which were determined from the survey data of references 44 and 27 are 
as follows: 
Wing	 Without flaps 
45-5.1-.38 ....... . 2h/b = 0.13 
50-2 .9- .63 ... ..... . 2h/b = 0.17
With flaps 
2h/b = 0.05 (double slotted) 
2h/b = 0.10 (split) 
The changes due to flaps shown in this table are to be expected since 
the region of maximum downwash is lowered. The magnitude of the change' 
is influenced, however, by the flow behind the inboard end of the flap. 
This result may be shown by using the dc/dm contours of figure 55 for 
the 45-5.1-.38 wing-body combination with double-slotted flaps. In fig-
ure 55(a) for the boundary tail position h = 0.05b/2, the destabilizing 
effect of the outboard part of the assumed 0.37b/2 tail is compensated 
for by a stabilizing effect of the inboard part of the assumed tail. The 
large changes of the local values of dc/dm with vertical and lateral 
position make it impossible to define the boundary tail height as simply 
as was done for cases without flaps. 
Generalizations concerning the influence of tail span and taper ratio 
for low tails are difficult to make because of thelarge variations of 
e and dc/da in the spanwise direction and the large effect of angle 
of attack on these parameters. Force tests seem to be required to give 
reliable indications. The large changes of dc/dm for small changes 
of vertical distance shown in figure 55 indicate the use of dihedral in 
the tail will have a large effect on the tail contribution. For some 
tail heights it is probable that this effect will be larger for, the case 
where flaps are deflected than for the case where flaps are neutral. 
Proximity of ground.- Few data or analyses are available on ground 
effects on the flow at the tail of swept-wing airplanes. Flow measure-
ments behind an unstalled 40J4.0_.63 wing in the presence of a ground 
board (ref. lIi.) indicate the same general effects of the ground as dis-
cussed in reference 3. These effects which are most pronounced at the 
center of the wing are a reduced downwash angle, a reduced wake displace-
ment, and an unsymmetrical downwash profile with the maximum downwash 




The influence of the ground on the downwash at the tail of a 
1 0,4.0_.63 wing-body combination is shown in figure 56. These data taken 
from reference 60 show the reduced d€e/thL associated with proximity of 
the ground. In addition, these data indicate that for the low tail posi-
tions large nonlinearities in the downwash curves occur before the angle 
of attack of flow searation, which is approximately 15 0 for the wing 
without flaps and 13 for the wing with flaps. The latter result is due 
to the large vertical downwash gradients below the wake center line and 
to the relatively large movement of the tail with respect to the wake 
center line. 
It should be noted that for some airplane configurations the jet 
will be deflected by the ground. This flow change will affect the trim 
characteristics and possibly the stability of airplanes when the jet 
exhausts ahead of the tail and when the tail is located in the proximity 
of the jet. 
Reynolds number and Mach number. - The effects of Reynolds number 
and Mach number (within the subsonic range) on the tail contribution of 
swept-wing configurations appear to be primarily dependent on the effects 
of these test variables on the total lift and load distribution on the 
wing. The tail contribution near an angle of attack of 00 will be very 
little affected by variation in Reynolds number except insofar as it may 
be affected by a change in the boundary-layer flow over the fuselage. 
This effect is of most concern for contracting bodies. The main effect 
of Reynolds number on the tail contribution is felt in its effect on the 
separation characteristics of the wing and the resulting flow changes 
at the tail. For wings with airfoil sections of small leading-edge radii, 
negligible Reynolds number effects are to be expected for Reynolds num-
bers from about 1 x 106 to 12 x 10  because of the small observed changes 
in the wing characteristics. Beyond this range the effects are unknown 
because of lack of comparable data on the wing characteristics. For wings 
with sections of moderate to large nose radii, increasing the Reynolds 
number delays the appearance of nonlinearities in the downwash curves 
(see refs. 68 and 69) and tends to alter the magnitude of d.€e/dCL in a 
direction that the increasing nose radius has in figure 147. 
Results of low-speed tests (M <0.25) are applicable in a qualitative 
sense over a wide range of subsonic Mach number, but the extent to which 
the quantitative results are applicable is dependent on the wing section 
and plan form. As a consequence of the small change in the span-loading 
shape with Mach number, the low-speed values of d€e/dCL for unstalled 
sweptback wings and wing-body combinations of references 56, 68, and 70 
were not greatly changed up to a Mach number of at least 0.9 for most 
cases. Values of d€e/dm generally increase with Mach number in the 
subcritical range because of the increase in the wing lift-curve slope.
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Data for the stalled case indicate that Mach number changes the magnitude 
Of d€e/da, as in the unstalled case, and may change the angle of attack 
for nonlinear downwash variations. Some representative data showing the 
effects of Mach number on domwash behind stalled wings are presented 
in references 71 to 75. In general, reducing the wing thickness and 
increasing the wing slenderness (low aspect ratio and high sweep) reduce 
the effects of Mach number at both low and high angles of attack. 
Estimation of Tail Contribution to Stability 
The estimation of the horizontal-tail contribution to stability for 
wing-body combinations purely by theoretical means is limited in scope 
and of uncertain accuracy. The most reliable estimate of the tail contri-
bution is one obtained from experimental data for a similar configuration. 
There are, however, certain general results and summaries obtained in the 
present study which are useful in the design of a horizontal tail. These 
results are reviewed in the following paragraphs from the viewpoint of 
estimating the contribution to stability of a horizontal tail on a 
sweptback-wing--body combination. 
Low angles of attack.- For low angles of attack, a reasonable esti-
mate of the downwash may be obtained from the experimental data summarized 
in figure 1 6. For tail heights greater than about two-thirds the body 
diameter away from the body center line, the calculated wing downwash 
should also be sufficiently accurate inasmuch as the body-interference 
effects are fairly small and the distance from the vortex sheet is large 
enough to avoid the difficulties encountered near the vortex sheet. 
Estimation of the value of the parameter il 
("t)e 
appears to be more 
uncertain than that for downwash because of the small amount of data
/clt 
available. For tail surfaces mounted on the fuselage the value of ri(—
e 
may be estimated from figure 28. For tails mounted immediately adjacent 
to the fuselage a value of I	 of 0.90 to 0. 95 is recommended. 
High angles of attack. - At high angles of attack the estimation of 
the tail contribution is less definite than at low angles of attack, but 
enough data are available to predict the direction of the initial change 
in the tail contribution with angle of attack, the angle of attack where 
this changes occurs, and the magnitude of dce/dct when the wing stalls. 
The direction of the change in the stability contribution with angle 
of attack is given by the relation of the tail to the wake center line
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at the angle of attack when the destabilizing change in the wing pitching 
moment or the decrease in lift-curve slope for the wing occurs. If the 
tail is above the wake at this angle of attack, the change in the tail 
contribution is destabilizing. The wake-center location may be deter-
mined from the theoretical downwash or from the simple approximate formula (eq. (5)) presented before. The maximum tail height for no destabilizing 
change in de/da is given in figure 32 for a number of configurations. 
It may be assumed that the initial significant departure of the tail 
contribution from that obtained at low angles of attack will occur when 
separation first appears on the wing. The magnitude of d€e/dct for 
angles of attack where the flow over the wing is separated may be approxi-
mated from the experimental data of figure 47 for sweptback-wing—body 
combinations without flaps. 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF A TAIL 10 PROVIDE STATIC STABILITY 
Tail Requirements 
For the purpose of the present discussion the assumption is made 
that it is desirable to avoid unstable changes iLCm/dcL. and to have 
a linear variation of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack 
if possible. The requirements of the horizontal tail to provide these 
characteristics are inherently dependent on the pitching-moment char-
acteristics of the wing-body combination without the horizontal tail. 
The general classes of tail-off Cm curves encountered and the differ-
ences in the required tail characteristics have been discussed in refer-
ence 7. Quoting from reference 7 ". . . for a wing-fuselage combination 
exhibiting neutral stability throughout the lift range, a tail located 
in a field of constant de/da can provide an adequate and constant static 
margin. [See case I. fig. 57 of present paper.] For a wing-fuselage 
combination exhibiting an abrupt decrease in stability through some part 
of the lift range, it would be advantageous to have the tail so located 
that d€/dcL decreased abruptly at the same lift coefficient at which the 
decrease in stability occurred for the wing-fuselage combination. [See 
case II, fig. 57 of present paper.] The linearity in the stability char-
acteristics of the complete configuration would, of course, be dependent 
on the degree of instability compensated for by the decrease in de/da.. 
A third condition can be considered in which the wing-fuselage combination 
exhibits an abrupt increase in the stability through the lift range of 
such a magnitude as to be undesirable. A tail located so as to experience 
an abrupt increase in dc/dcL at the corresponding lift coefficient could 
conceivably provide linear stability characteristics for the complete con-
figuration. [See case III, fig. 57 of present paper.] Although the
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term 'abrupt' has been used in these illustrations, any gradual change 
in the stability characteristics of the wing-fuselage combination would 
necessitate gradual changes in d€/dcL at the tail. Further, the absolute 
values of dynamic-pressure ratios occurring in the wake have been ignored 
in the preceding discussion inasmuch as they only affect the effectiveness 
of the tail and are, therefore, only of secondary importance with respect 
to d€/da,. Also ignored is the term at q which under certain condi-
tions can have a measurable effect on the tail contribution to the over-
all stability." The above discussion emphasizes the importance of the 
angle of attack where the tail contribution changes, but it must be borne 
in mind that the ability to obtain the desired result depends on the tail 
volume.
Tail Locations and Tail Volumes to Obtain
Desirable Stability 
Unswept wings. - For configurations with thin unswept wings, the tail-
off pitching-moment curve exhibits a large stabilizing change as in 
case III of figure 57 which may be followed by a destabilizing change. 
The principal problem for this case is to avoid locating the tail where 
it would be ineffective during the destabilizing part of the tail-off 
curve without providing excessive stability at lower angles of attack. 
It appears that so far as the downwash variations are concerned the tail 
should be moving out of the wake at angles of attack where the tail-off 
Cm curve is destabilizing. It is difficult to generalize about desirable 
tail locations, however, because of the significant contribution of 
d( 
and possibly	 to the value of T (see eq. ). ("q ) e	 dct 
Unstable sweptback wings.- For sweptback-wing--body combinations 
which exhibit destabilizing pitching-moment changes (case II, fig. 57), 
the most desirable tail location from low-speed considerations is a low 
location for which the tail contribution increases with increasing angle 
of attack. The increase in the tail stability parameter T for the low 
tail positions is equal to about 50 percent of the low angle-of-attack 
value of d€e/da inasmuch as the change in dEe/da in going from low 
angles of attack into the stalled range is also about 50 percent of the 
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It should be noted that for increasing wing aspect ratio the unstable 
change in the pitching-moment curve becomes greater, but the possible 
increase in tail contribution to counteract this unstable change becomes 
smaller because of the aspect-ratio effect on dee/dcL. As a result, a 
relatively large value of the tail volume is needed to minimize the unsta-
ble changes in the moment curves of wings which are only slightly on the 
unstable side of the stability boundary of reference 5. Some experimental 
results that demonstrate this fact are presented in figure 58. 
A disadvantage of the low tail as compared with a high tail is the 
greater increase in the tail contribution at low lift coefficients obtained 
when going from subsonic to supersonic speeds. The change in the tail 
contribution is in the same direction as the change of stability of the 
wing-body combination. 
Stable sweptback wings. - Wing-body combinations which do not have 
any destabilizing changes in pitching-moment characteristics through the 
lift range will come under cases I or III (fig. 57). Considerably more 
freedom in selection of tail locations is available for these configu-
rations than for configurations with unstable wings. For case I the tail 
could be located at positions up to the boundary tail position shown in 
figure 32 without any destabilizing changes in stability, and for case III 
the tail could be located at higher positions. Results are shown in fig-
ure 59 for two similar configurations where the tail is located so that 
the downwash variations are destabilizing. Figure 59(b) shows that the 
tail volume should not be large if stability is to be obtained. Locating 
the tail in a very high position where the values of dee/dm may not be 
excessive and the angles of attack for maximum d€e/dct are high appears 
to offer attractive solutions for obtaining stability for certain air-
plane configurations. 
Sweptback wings with stall-control devices.- Incorporation of stall-
control devices will usually ease the requirements of the horizontal tail 
because of the improved stability of the wing. As a result of this and 
the, improved downwash characteristics behind the wing, the range of useful 
tail locations is greater or the possibility of attaining the desired sta-
bility characteristics is increased when stall-control devices are used. 
The considerations discussed for stable plain wings apply 'to the case 
where stall-control devices provide stable pitching-moment variations. 
Investigations show that configurations incorporating wings of 350' to 400 
sweepback and aspect ratios from 3.5 to 4.0 can be made stable readily
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by using stall-control devices. For these cases stable pitching-moment 
variations may be obtained for tail heights of the order of 0.4b/2. 
(See refs. 60, 63, and 65.) 
Although a completely linear pitching-moment curve was not obtained, 
the addition of stall-control devices to a twisted and cambered wing of 
high aspect ratio produced stable moment characteristics for the airplane 
configuration when the horizontal tail was mounted in a low position 
(refs. 40 and 66). For the configuration without stall-control devices, 
no tail position was found that would provide stable moment characteristics. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Available wind-tunnel data on the low-speed horizontal-tail contri-
bution to the static longitudinal stability of high-speed airplane con-
figurations incorporating unswept and sweptback wings are reviewed and 
analyzed. From these data, the following conclusions were drawn: 
1. For the purpose of generalizing results on downwash and rolling-
up of the trailing vortex sheet behind unstalled surfaces suitable for 
high-speed flight, wings are classified according to the sweep of the 
trailing edge and the shape of the span-loading curve. 
(a) For unswept or sweptback wings having unswept trailing edges 
and nearly elliptical loadings, the shape and the motion of the trailing 
vortex sheet is considered to be satisfactorily determined by previous 
theoretical analyses of the development of the trailing vortex system. 
Limits of the applicability of the displaced-flat-sheet representation 
of the vortex system for calculating downwash are discussed. Agreement 
between experimental and calculated downwash for s=e low-aspect-ratio 
sweptback wings is good at low angles of attack when this representation 
is used.
(b) For sweptback wings having sweptback trailing edges and 
loadings which are uniform or reduced near the plane of symmetry, the 
shape of the vortex sheet at normal tail locations is characterized by 
a smaller vertical displacement at the wing center than that for stations 
farther outboard. This result is attributed to the smaller downwash near 
the center and the difference in vertical position of the trailing edge 
at various spanwise stations. The rate of rolling-in of the tip vortices 
for these wings is small compared with that for wings with unswept trailing 
edges. Fair agreement between experimental and calculated downwash was 
obtained for sweptback wings with sweptback trailing edges. Sweepback 
causes a considerable reduction in the downwash at a given lift coefficient 
or angle of attack for unstalled wings of moderate aspect ratio and taper. 
There is a corresponding increase of the movement between the wake and tail 
with increasing sweepback angle.
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2. The effects of a fuselage on the downwash at low angles of attack 
have been analyzed by using a simplified theoretical model. A comparison 
of theoretical and limited experimental downwash results on wing-body 
combinations is considered inconclusive. For the comparison made the 
experimental flow near the body was more uniform than theory indicated. 
Additional studies of the flow behind wing-body configurations are needed. 
5. The maximum value of doiwash in regions occupied by a tail 
increases with angle of attack at a greater rate when a sweptback wing 
stalls. During stalling the downwash profile becomes unsymmetrical about 
the wake center line, and at high angles of attack the maximum downwash 
is obtained along the horizontal line connecting the regions of high 
vorticity which are shed at the edge of the unseparated-flow region. A 
comparison between the downwash obtained from experiment and from calcu-
lations based on the experimental load distribution indicates that the 
flow field behind a stalled 600 delta wing is reasonably approximated by 
a single swept horseshoe vortex. For stalled wings of lower sweepback 
and higher aspect ratio, neither the single horseshoe vortex nor multiple 
vortices distributed according to the span loading are a satisfactory 
approximation of the actual flow. 
4. The trend of the nonlinear variations of downwash with angle of 
attack obtained with the tail at various heights is defined by the rela-
tive movement between the tail and the point of maximum dowriwash in the 
flow field. The change in the magnitude of downwash ehind a sweptback 
wing because of wing stall increases the nonlinearities in the downwash 
curves. The initial changes in the slope of the downwash curves which 
occur in most cases when separation first appears on the wing are 
destabilizing for high tail positions and stabilizing for low tail posi-
tions. The maximum tail height in the vicinity of the wing-chord plane 
below which there is no destabilizing change in the downwash curve is 
defined by the distance of the wake center line from the wing-chord plane 
at the angle of attack where the variation of maximum downwash angle with 
angle of attack d€/da increases or where the tail-off pitching-moment 
curve indicates a destabilizing change. The maximum value of the vari-
ation of the effective downwash angle with angle of attack d€e/dcL at 
the tail generally increases with increase of tail height and reaches a 
maximum at a tail height which appears to be related to the angle of 
attack for maximum lift coefficient Cax• The maximum values of dEe/da 
for tails located at various longitudinal distances behind a 600 delta 
wing configuration could be correlated when the tail location was given 
in terms of an angle formed by the wing-chord line and a line drawn from 
the point of the wing three-quarter mean aerodynamic chord to the tail. 
As a result of the large variation of d€/da in the spanwise direction, 
changes in tail surface geometry offer a means of making important changes 
in horizontal-tail contribution when the wing is stalled.
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5. Lack of systematic data prevents an accurate evaluation of the 
effect of sweep on the tail contribution for stalled configurations. 
However, the variations of the tail contribution with angle of attack 
for thin low-aspect-ratio wings of 00 and 500 sweepback are demonstrated 
to be qualitatively similar despite the differences in wing-stalling 
and air-flow characteristics behind the wing. The tail contribution for 
the sweptback wing was lower than that for the unswept wing for high tail 
positions. 
6. The various stall-control devices which have been used to improve 
the stability of the basic wing at high angles of attack increase the 
tail contribution at these angles of attack when the tail is located in 
.a relatively high position but these devices have no significant effect 
when the tail is located in a low position. 
7. Deflecting trailing-edge flaps generally has little effect on 
the tail contribution at low angles of attack except for tail positions 
below the wing-chord plane where the tail contribution was reduced in 
some cases. For the stalled-wing condition, flaps increase the tail 
contribution for low tails and decrease the maximum unstable tail con-
tribution for high tails. The maximum tail height for no destabilizing 
change in de/da was lowered by deflecting flaps, and the amount that 
it was lowered was influenced to a large extent by favorable downwash 
variations near the inboard end of the flap. 
8. Quantitative rules for predicting the tail contribution were not 
obtained; however, it has been possible to summarize some quantitative 
data which are useful in estimating the tail contribution. The data are: 
(a) The effective downwash characteristics of 19 wing-body com-
binations for unseparated and separated flow conditions. (For the latter 
case a reasonable correlation was obtained by assuming that d€e/dcL during 
stalling for any tail position was proportional to the low angle-of-attack 
value of d€e/dcL measured in the wing-chord plane.) 
(b) Values of the tail lift parameter n(ZO for tail sur-ie 
faces mounted on and detached from bodies. 
(c)Tail-height boundaries for six wing-body combinations below 




(d) Wake displacements. 
(e) The increment of downwash due to deflecting trailing-edge 
flaps. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., May 11, 195.
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TABLE I .- 10205 OF AIR-FLOW DATA 002010000020I P0(14 IOA-SPDAD 0000000 AT 0111IOU0( 0110000 (8800T00 THAN 4.0 c 
St.U-coctrol Tr.11iAO-edge S-" TOot 
Wing geecotry devicca 21090
Body
10001100, 
18 peoted 10 en r1000e 
0450000
Refer- 
ALE lr000l ?ype '°° 7590
0
deg  (4) (t) 
3.6 0 4.62 0550 ot.	 00200015 Tip:	 SACA 23009 000--0000 BOOr 1.288 5.5 
0 106 14.5 n06 0.06 1101----8 
2.0 0 106 
9.5 4.8 4.00 .500 Wedge {i ;:;
110 1.819
°io6 11.1 L.Ef10P 10.0 
4.88 It; NACA ----- I. None 1400W 1243 6.8 A i06 15.9 0 sod Ao 1101--
 
33.3 30.0 Tip:	 MACA 23009 


































19.5 24, 25 43 
0. -790
23 21 noat/o10lu4}40 
87.5 .5.0 3.50 . 0c1	 olor .rc Non- None NOne 1.130 4.7 18.0 nOd	 q/O




.000 L.E. droop 






.0(0 L.E. droop .500 p1010 1.130 21.5 ----- 
000
3000 7.11 20,27
47. -) 45.0 5.10 .383 OI4ACA 64-210 : :	 Z : On .896 6.0 :' ^2,
0, 000	 Ot/O 22,23






48.0 45.0 3.64 .420 0o0	 14A Tip 2 Non--None None 1.650 84) 21.1 rod 0400 110105- 8 
52.0 50.0 2.8B .625 000fA64l1i2 [.400 L.E.f2ap 400 Split} 00 1.168 6.0 23.1 o	 O,nOd o./O } oi 
52.0 50.0 2.84 .616 0Clrool000rn L.E.010P T 80 1.228 5.5 19.0 0,	 0,nth %/'A- 
13 
Circulor .rc 0000 NOne .610 6.0 27.7 11(a) 11(c)
36 
76 Circulor .rc None No- 1.210 6.0 27.7 10),),	 ii).),	 11)0) 50Circolor .rc None None 1.020 6.0 27.7 14 (
60.0 52.4 2.31 0 None 1.000 P1.10 0000 1.210 6.0 21.6 1, 0, 000	 q/q-
36 
76 
0000 65-006.5 0000 NO00 1.210 6.0 22.1 76 
Corculo------













'Strenonise sections mienS otheroise noted. 
16002011 SeCt100S no,o1 to chord lion In the 0.250 to 0.57. 00000. .or.,
eff-is for .enrni grouth heights.
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TABLE II.- INDEX OF THE HORIZONTAL-TAIL Am-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS AND TAIL STABILITY PARAMETERS OBTAINED
FROM LOW-SPEED FORCE TESTS AT REYNOLDS NUMBERS GREATER THAN 4.0 x 106
Wing geometry
Stall-control device Trailing-edge flaps
Wing 
position 
ALE //4 A aAjI.fojl 
6.6 5.4 4.00 0.625 Hexagonal L.E. droop Plain Mid 
9.5 4.8 4.00 .500 Wedge L.E. droop Plain Mid 
10.5 5.3 2.50 .625 Hexagonal L.E. droop Plain Mid 
bRoot:	 Mod. NACA 0014 
41.4 40.0 10.00 .400 Tip:	 Mod. NACA 0011 Fences {xtefldeds;itJ High 
Twisted and cambered
L.E. flaps High 
- L.E. flaps Mid 
42.0 40.0 4.01 .625 bNACA 641_112 d fences Split L.E. flaps, slats Low  
and fences 
L.E. flaps Mid 
4.o 40.0 3.94 .625 bCircular arc L.E. flap:, L.E. droop, Split Low fences 
45.0 36.9 4.00 0 Mod. NACA 0005 Mid 
Slotted and 
plain 
45.0 36.9 2.00 .330 Mod. NACA 0005 Mid 
L	 Slotted 
NACA 631AOl2	 ' 
46.3 45.0 8.00 .450 NACA 63 series L.E. flaps, fences extended split 
Twisted and camberedj - 
47.7 45.0 5.10 .383 bEACA 64-210 L.E. flaps, L.E.droopl Split and double Mid 
47.7 45.0 6.00 .313 bNACA 64-210 L.E. flaps	 5 slotted 
/ Split Mid 
52.0 50.0 2.88 .625 bNACA 64 1-112 L.E. flaps, fences Split and 
extended split
Mid 
52.0 50.0 2.84 .616 bcj1.1. arc	 - 	 L.E. flaps Mid  extended split 
53.2 45.0 2.00 .200 Mod. NACA 0005 f----------------Mid 
Slotted	 J 
53.2 45.0 3.00 0 Mod. NACA 0005
-
I	 T Mid 
Slotted 
63.4 56.3 2.00 0 Mod. NACA 0005 - Slotted Mid
/ 
aStreanwise sections unless otherwise noted. 
bAirfoil sections normal to chord line in the 0.25c to 0.53c range. 




TABLE II. - INDEX OF THE HORIZONTAL-TAIL AIR -FLOW CHARACTERISTICS AND TAIL STABILITY PARAMETERS OBTAINED
FROM LOW-SPEED FORCE TESTS AT REYNOLDS NU4BERS GREATER THAN 4.o x 10 6 - Concluded 






lan form bt/b 2/c	 I 22/b 2h/b 
Straight 0.50 5.260 1.660 .400,	 .177,	 -.177 6.2 x 10 38, 46, 52 Tapered 
f
Straight gh
.50 3.385 1.755 .362 and 0 10.0 55 Tapered ered
2.000 1.6301 38, 41, 46	 521 
Straight
.50 13.000 2.4411




Smeptback .30 3.250 .699
.050 and 0 
t150, .100,	 .050,
to 28 68 
4.0 x 106 74 
1	 .255,	 -.146 1 1	 46, 52 
1.018 .417, .162,	
061 6.8
43, 46, 52, 58 C60 
Sweptback .40 2.020
.509,	 .254,	 .031 46, 47
60 
.4l7,	 .162,	 -.061 45 
Sweptback .40 2.000 1.033 .466,	 .339,	 .211,	 -.011 6.9 55,46, 47 63 
.45 .360,	 .180 54, 5 62 
.52 62 
Straight
.32 1.910 1.275 .360,	 .180 10.9 62 
Tapered 0 62 
.52 :.. 
Straight 67 537P.269 [:78
.781
1.82.0 1.975 11.4
"f :}  Tapered
1.300,	 .150,	 .045,	 -.O61 143, 46, 47, 51, 61, 66 
I j	 52,53,55 
Sweptback .28 3.000 .767
.300,.140,.055, 4.o 30, 31, 51 40, 66 
- - r	
46, 47, 48,	 1 
.37 2.222 .928 .380,	 -.0501 6.0 - 54
 
Sweptback
t.33 2.220 799 340	 -. O5Oj 
1.5,	 .372,	 .196,	 -.074 6.8 46, 57 76 
Sweptback .48 1.736 1.229 .615,	 .482,	 .307,	 .037 6.8 76 
.505,	 .196, -.074 6.0 '	 '	 ' 27 
Sweptback .48 1.696 1.229 .452,	 .136,	 -.132 5.5
41,55,56, 
47, 52 13 
1.651 1.516,	 .2591 1	 46, 47	 'I 
'traight 1.720 1.9-18 13.0 
Tapered
L. 75J
g	 J ------- 2 1
aaight 1.751 1.560 .51,	 .21 12.8
46, 47, 54 
f-60J I.  
46,4,s5J 
Straight 1.631 1 .506,	 .254 1 15.6 1	 42	 46	 47	 1 
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TABLE III. - INDEX OF FIGURES 
Figure Ordinate Abscissa Description 
1 - - Schematic representation of trailing vortex sheet behind wings. 
Experimental and calculated downwash behind unstalled low-aspect-ratio wings. 2
2z TE 2y Experimental positions of the tip vortex behind three sweptback wings with 3 'T unseparated flow. r ted 
di	 2°TE 2y, Experimental and calculated downwash behind an =stalled 40-I4.0- .63 wing. 
2w 2y Contours of dynamic-pressure ratio and the calculated positions of the vortex 
sheet behind an unstalled 1O-1.O-.63 wing. 
57.3 A Effect of wing sweep on wake 
location in linear	 CL	 range. 
6 d. 
in 2y Calculated components of dosmwaoh behind a 50-2. 9- 63 wing mounted on a 
Zra T circular cylinder. 
Calculated load distribution for a ¶O-2.9-.63 wing and wing-body combination. 8
aLl
? . 
di 2y Experimental and calculated downwash behind a	 0-2.9-.63 wing-body combination 
at low angles of attack. 
10 _!._,	 C en5 , Cm ^,	 ,, Experimental maximum dovnwaoh, bed distribution, and pitching-moment 
C b characteristics for three oveptback wings. 
2z 2 Plow characteristics at several longitudinal stations behind a stalled 600 11 delta wing. 
22 2 Plow characteristics behind a stalled I -3. -.0 wing. 12
?,. Plow characteristics behind a stalled	 6-8.0-.!*5 wing-body combination. 13
Doenwash profiles at several angles of attack behind four aweptback wings. 
vertical






 _ 2y Circulation distribution on and behind a stoned t5-3.5-.50 wing. 
Cic
a Experimental and calculated downwash behind a 145-3.'-.50 wing. 17 ema.
18 __.TE e Doenwash and dynamic pressure ratio profiles at two longitudinal stations b behind a stalled 3.14-h.0-.63 wing. -
Maximum doenwash behind a 3.i4.0.63 wing and wing-body combination. 19 CO3 a 
2z TE Downwash and dynamic-pressure-ratio profiles behind a stalled 3J4-li.0-.63 
20 b
c wing and wing-body combination. 
-
c1c Dy Effect of leading-edge flaps me the experimental load distribution of a 21 stalled	 -8.0-.45 wing. 
2y Effect of leading-edge flaps on the spaneise variation of	 c.• C0
t qjnin b
—)	 behind a stalled 4.5.1- .38 wing-body combination. \.qjnin 
a Effect of leading -edge flaps on the variation of	 0max with angle of 23 coax attack for a h6-c.l-.38 wing-body combination. 
Doenwash at a low angle of attack behind a 40-44.0-.63 wing and wing-body 
2l combination with trailing-edge split flaps. 
2z 2y - Contoura of dynamic-pressure ratio at low angle of attack behind a 
25 'F 40-4.0- 63 wing and wing-body combination with trailing-edge spliz flaps. 
Distance from qt Experimental and calculated dynamic-pressure characteristics 
at several 
26 wake center lateral and longitudinal stations behind a 40-4.0-.63 wing with trailing-
line q edge split flaps. 
Downeash profile. Effect of double slotted trailing-edge flaps on the downwasb and wake 
27 2z characteristics of ,a li'.1-6.1-.38 wing-body combination at several angles b of attack. 
di 'summary of values of	
'k)e	obtained with tail surfaces 
mounted on bodies. 
28 1 (q)e 
29 C a Calculated downwasb at tail due to a pair of vortices. 




 INDEX OF FIGURES - Concluded 
Figure Ordinate Abscissa Description 
31
des 
T1( Lq Values of	 and	 for three aweptback wing-body combinations. 
32 2h Distance from Maximum tail height for no destabilizing change in 	 of various sweptback 
-w T.E. Of wing wing-body combinations 	 da mean aercdy- 
namic chord - 
33 2h dOe Ifluatration showing the variation of the maximum value of 	 with tail location. 
31i a Effect of tail length on the effective downwash of a 52 j -2.3-o wing-body 
combination. 
35 2h	 h - ,. - do max. do Effect of tall length on the maximum value of
	 for a 52.8-2.3-0 wing- b	 m do body combination. 
36 2z Contours of
	 behind a stalled 50-2 .9-.63 wir.g-body combination. 
57 r	 °e a Effect of tail dihedral on the stability parameter and the effective down. 
wash of a 40_3.5_.58 wing-body combination. 
38 E,	 'I (qqt)e l
	
a a Tail characteristics of several omswept wing-body combinations. 
a Variations of downwash at several spanwise stations and heights behind a 
3.-1.0-.63 wing with and without a body. 
sA	 do 
57.3 dci - A Effect of wing plan-form variables on the calculated wing downvash at a low 
40
e
angle of attack. 
- at constant 
-A ..O	 a 
t Effect of variation of wing sweep from 5° to 50° on tail characteristics Il e, of	 dng-body combinations. 
42 (	 da a Effect of the variation of wing sweep from 370	 56° on tail characteristics -	
-	 7' 5e of wing-body combinations. 




a Effect of wing taper ratio on 	 Ee	 of sweptback wing-body combinations. 
155 &a' C a Effect of wing airfoil section on tail characteristics of sveptback wing-body combinations. -
6
dc 2h Summary, of downwash characteristics for wing-body combinations at low 
T angles of attack. 
/d e'. Is da ).tailed Summary of 	
de in the stalled range of lift coefficients for various 
a /diCe\ sweptback wing-body combinations. 
158 5e' a Effect of ring leading-edge flaps on tail characteristics of a 155_5.1_.38 wing-body combination. 
159 T Effect of wing leading-edge chord extensions on the tail stability parameter 
of a 40_3.5.58 wing-body combination. 
50 a a Effect of wing fences on the tail stability parameter of a 150-3.5-. 58 
wing-body combination. 
51 eel a Effect of wing twist and camber on tail characteristics of a 555-8.0-155 wing_ bcdy combination.
52 age _______ 2h Suszsary of data on downwash dun to trailing-edge flaps on wing-body 
cLIf
T combinations at	 a • 0. 
53 a, C e a Effect of trailing-edge flaps on tail characteristics of several 155° aweptback wing-body combinations with the horizontal tall mounted in a high position. 
515 a,	 a a Effect of trailing-edge flaps on tall characteristics of several 155° 
sweptback wing-body combinations with the horizontal tail mounted in a low position. 
55 2z 2Y • Contours of	 SIL	 behind a 155-5.1-38 wing-body combination with double slotted flops.	 dn 
56 5e a Effect of ground on the domnwash behind a sweptback wing-body combination. 
57 a, Cm a Idealised illustration of the improvement in pitching-moment characteristics by the horizontal tail. 
58 
-
c , C.  a Effect of a horizontal tail on pitching-moment characteristics of configurations having unstable sweptback wings. 
59 eel C a Effect of a horizontal tail on pitching-moment characteristics of 
-configurations having stable sweptback wings.
Is
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(a) Wings with unswept trailing edges. 
(b) Sweptback wings with sweptbaók trailing edges. 














































































(a) 3575.17 .50;	 (b) 40-4.0-.63;	 (c) 60.8-3.5-.25; 
CL ='0.47; maxi- 	 CL = 0 . 97; inaxi-	 CL = 0.50; maxi-
mum XTE LL = 0.0142;	 mum	 = 0.078;	 mum XTE CL = 0.107; 
reference 22.	 reference 114.	 reference 21. 
Figure 3.- Experimental positions of the tip vortex behind three sweptback 
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.n 11 0-L1.o-	 .63 
1453.5-	 .50 23 
50-2.9- .63 27 
V 60-3.0-1.00 9 
t' 60-3.5- .25 21 
0	 /0	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60 
A, deg 
Figure 6. - Effect of wing sweep on wake location in linear lift-coefficient 
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0	 .1	 .2	 .3	 .4	 .5 
Figure 7. - Calculated downwash behind .a 50-2.9-. 63 wing centrally mounted
on an infinite circular cylinder. x = o; z = 0.
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Ly/b 
Figure 8.- Calculated load distribution for a 50-2.9- .63 wing and wing-

body combination. d/b = 0.17.
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0 2. .s 
a, 
> 
Downwosh and sidewash angles. Vectors denote deviations of airflow 
from free-stream direction in degrees 
I	 L-calculated vortex position 
1.4	 1.3	 1.2	 1.1	 1.0	 .9	 .8	 .7	 .6	 .5	 .4	 .32	 .1 - 0 Spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, 2y/b 
ContoUrs of dynorrc-pressure ratio, /'
XTE CL 
(a) a = 11.00; CL = 0.7;	 = 1.82;	 = 0.100.
Figure 11.- Flow characteristics behind a stalled 600 delta 52.4-2.3_0 
wing having 10-percent-thick circular-arc airfoil sections. 
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Vector scale, deg 
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Downwash and sidewash angles. Vectors dote deviations 
of airflow from free-stream direction in degrees.V
	

















1.4	 1.3	 1.2	 .7	 .6.5	 .4.3.2	 .10	 .1	 .2 
Spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, 2y/b 
	
C—ontours of ' d	 c-pressüre ratio, qt/q. 
	
(b) a. = 22.1°; CL = 0.86; 2x0/b = 1.82;	 = 0. 184.
Figure 11.- Continued.
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Downwosh and sidewash angles. Vectors denote deviations of airflow 







Spanwise distance from plane of symmetry; 2y/b

Contours of dynamic -pressureratio, q1/6 
	
(c) a. = 22.10; CL = 0.86; 2x0/b = 1.21;	 = 0.071.
Figure 11.- Continued.
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-i Downwosh and sidewash angles. Vectors denote deviations
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I Calculated vortex	 a 
'7fposffion 
0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2	 I 0	 I	 2 
Spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, 2y/b 
Contours of dynarrc-pressure ratio, q/q. 
(d)	 = 22.10; CL = 0.86; 2xrj/b = 0.61; ME EL = -0.040. 
Figure 11.- Concluded.
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1.1	 1.0	 .9	 .8	 .7	 .6	 .5	 .4	 .3	 .2	 .1	 0 
Lateral distance from plane of symmetry,2y/b 
Contours of dynamic—pressure ratio, qt/q 
Figure 12.- Flow characteristics behind a stalled 453.5.50 wing having 
10-percent-thick circular-arc airfoil sections. a 14.00; CL = 0.69; 
2x0/b = 1.13;	 = 0.078; xTE measured at mean aerodynamic chord; 
R = 4.3 x 106 ; reference 23.
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Scale of vectors ,deg	 6 
9 9 29O
: 
_—_\ \ \__\ \
:1 
Lateral distance from plane of symmetry, 2y/b. 
Contours of dynamic- pressure ratio, q1/q. 
Figure 1. - Flow characteristics behind a stalled 45-8.0—. 45 wing-body

combination incorporating a 12-percent-thick wing with twist and 
camber. a,=  25.1 0 ; CL = 1.25; 2x,/b = 0 . 79;	 = 0 . 056 ; xTh meas-
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<0 
	
Airfoil: circular-arc	 Airfoil: circular-arc 
o Vortex UWake center 














	 11	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I 
0	 /0 20 30 40	 0	 /0 20 30 
	
6, deg	 deg 
	
(a) 52.-2 .3-0 ; 2y/b = 0.27;	 (b) 45-3.5-.50; 2y/b = 0.28; 
2x0/b = 1.82; R = 6.0 x 106 ;	 2x0/b = 1.13; R = .3 x 106; 
reference 36.	 reference 23. 
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Airfoil: NACA 641-112

(normal to 0.282 chord line)
Airfoil: NACA 63-series with 
twist and camber 
o Vortex 
o Wake center 
Wing chord line 
-.8	 1	 1	 I	 I	 I 
0	 /0 20 30	 0	 /0	 20 30 
6, deg	 e, deg 
	
(c) 50-2.9--.63; 2y/b = 0.313; 	 (a) 45-8.0-.45; 2y1b = 0.23; 
2xo/b = 1.168; R = 6.0 x 106 ;	 2x0/b = 0. 79; R =	 x 106; 
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Figure 16.- Circulation distribution on and behind a 45-3-5-- 50 wing 
having 10-percent-thick circular-arc airfoil sections. a,= 14.00; 
CL = 0.69; R = 1.3 x 1o6; reference 23.
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Figure 18. - Downwash and dynamic-pressure ratio at two longitudinal sta-
tions behind a stalled	 wing having 6-percent-thick hexagonal 
airfoil sections. 2y/b = 0; a = 16.90 ; R = 11.3 x 106; unpublished data 
from Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel.
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(a) Downwash. 
Figure 20.- Downwash and dynamic-pressure ratio profiles behind a stalled. 
3._4.o_.63 wing and wing-body combination. Wing has 6-percent-thick 
hexagonal airfoil sections; a = 16.90 ; 2x0/b = 1.63; R = 4.3 x 106; 
unpublished data from Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 21.- Effect of leading-edge flaps on the experimental load distri-
bution of a stalled 1158.O . .45 wing. The wing had NACA 631A012 airfoil 
sections. a = 20.89; R = 11.0 x 106; reference 143.
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Figure 25. - Contours of dynamic-pressure ratio ( q.t/q.) behind a flapped 
40_4.O_.63 wing with and without a body. 0.5b/2 trailing-edge split 
flaps deflected 600 ; 0.575b/2 leading-edge flaps; 2x0/b = 1.02; 
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(a) 2x0/b	 1.02.	 (b) 2x0/b = 1.142. 
Figure 26. - Comparison between experimental and calculated dynamic-
pressure characteristics behind. a 40-4.0-.63 wing with 0.b/2 split 
flaps deflected 600 . m = 3.60; R = 6.8 x 106.
X 19.1° CL	 1.140 




Wing fm//mg enge 
(a) Downwash. 
Figure 27.- Effects of trailing-edge flaps deflected 500 on the downwash 
and wake characteristics of a 115.1_5.1_.38 wing-body combination with 
0.475b/2 leading-edge flaps. The wing had NACA 611210 airfoil sections 
normal to 0.286 wing chord line. 2x0/b = 0.88; R = 6.0 x 106; 
reference 44.
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wing chord plane Reference 
o o-I.1-.I6 Closed 0 0 
o 0-14.0-.33 Blunt 0 0 0 
<) 0-l.0-.53 Blunt 0 -0.10b/2 70 
Z 1.5-30-.1i. Closed 0 0 78 
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Figure 28.- Summary of values of i—j obtained with tail surfaces \ °/e 
mounted on bodies. 
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Figure 33-- Illustration showing the variation Of d€e/dct with tail 
location.
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Figure 36.- Contours of d€/da. behind a stalled 70- 2. 9- .63 wing-body 
combination incorporating NACA 6 1+1_112 airfoil sections normal to 
0.282 chord line, a = 21 0 ; 2x0/b = 1.17; R = 6.0 x 106; m for 
CLmax = 26.60 ; reference 27.
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Dihedral, deg 2h/b bt/b 
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Figure 37- - Effect of tail dihedral on the stability parameter T and 
the effective downwash of a 40-3.5-.58 wing-body combination. The 
wing had NACA 614Ao10 airfoil sections normal to the 0.25 chord line. 
2/b = 1.20; a for C Lmax = 200 ; R = 9.0 x 106 ; unpublished data 
from Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel.
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(a) 2y/b	 0.	 (b) 2y1b = 0.189.	 (c) 2y/b = 0.378. 
Figure 59.- Variations with angle of attack of the downwash at several 
spanwise stations behind a 3.44.0.65 wing with and without a body. 
The wing has 6-percent-thick hexagonal airfoil sections. 2x0/b = 1.65; 
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(a) Constant lift coefficient. 
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(b) Constant angle of attack. 
Figure	 - Effect of plan-form variables on the calculated wing downwash 
at low angles of attack. Reference 56. 
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Figure 47. - Summary of	 in the stalled range of lift coefficients 
for various sweptback wing-fuselage combinations.
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122 NACA EM L55E23a 
L.E. flaps off 

















Figure 48. - Effect of wing leading-edge flaps on 6e and T of a 
45-5-l- . 38 wing-body combination with the horizontal tail at two 
vertical positions. 'The wing has NACA 61_210 airfoil sections nor-
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Figure 49 . - Effect of wing leading-edge chord extensions on the stability 
parameter ¶ of a 40-3
. 5- . 58 wing-body combination. The wing had 
NACA 64Ao10 airfoil sections normal to 0.25 chord line; 2h/b = 0.28; 
21/b = 1.20; bt/b = 0i24; R = 9.0 x 106 ; unpublished data from Langley 
19-foot pressure tunnel.
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Figure' 50. - Effect of wing fences on the stability parameter T of a 
40 3 . 5 . 58 wing-body combination. The wing bad NACA 64A010 airfoil 
sections normal to 0.25 chord line; 211/b = 0.28; 21/b = 1.20; 
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(a) 475.1.38 wing with L.E.	 (b) 45_8.0_.45 wing with L.E. 
flaps; 211/b = 0.38; 21/b = 0 . 93;	 flaps and fences; 211/b = 0.30; 
R = 6.o x 106; reference 1.	 21/b.= 0. 11; R = 4.0 x 106; 
reference 61. 
Figure 73.- Effect of trailing-edge flaps on Ee and T for several 
450 sweptback-wing—body combinations with the horizontal tail mounted 
in a high position.
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(a) Flaps off. 	 (b) 0.575b/2 leading-edge flaps on; 
0.500b/2 split trailing-edge flaps 
on. 
Figure 56.- Effect of ground on the downwash at several tail heights 
behind a 40_ 1 .0_.63 wing-body combination with and without flaps. 
The wing was in a low position and had NPLCA 641 112 airfoil sections 
normal to the 0.273 chord line. The ground distance was 0.92c t meas-
ured from quarter-chord point of wing mean aerodynamic chord to ground 
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X,, dog	 X, deg 
	
(a) 404.-.63; V = 0.32;	 (b)	 5_4.5_.25; V = o.78; 
2h/b = -0.06; 27./b = 1.0;	 2h/b = 0; 27./t = 1.17;	 - 
center of gravity at 0.25c'; 	 center of gravity at 0.45c; 
reference 60.	 reference 78. 
Figure 58-- Effect of a horizontal tail on the pitching-moment character-
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(a) 36.8-2.3-.25; V = 0.193;	 (b) 36.9-2.0-.33; V = 0.383; 
2h/b = 0.23; 21/b = 1.36; cen- 	 2h/b = 0.27; 21/b = 1.85; cen-
ter of gravity at 0.525 wing-	 ter of gravity at 0.37c'; 
root chord; reference 18. 	 reference 59. 
Figure 59. - Effect of a horizontal tail on the pitching-moment character-
istics of configurations having stable sweptback wings. 
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